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INTRODUCTION . ■

1. PURPOSE OP THE WORLD PROGRAMME

1. The main purposes of the world programme of industrial statistics in

1973 are: to improve the flow of information in industrial activity and

structures as a means of accelerating economic and social development and

also: ... ■ . ■

- To encourage the development of national inquiries;

- To create the framework for an integrated system of industrial.

statistics;

- To■improve international comparability;

- To introduce uniform arrangements fOr publication.

2. An important factor in economic and social development at the national

level is industrialisation. Therefore, Knowledge of industrial structures

is a basic factor in planning, and bench-mark, rather than annual inquiries

are. the .essential first step. Also, once a bench-mark inquiry or industrial

census has been completed, the statistical office staff have acquired

experience and are 'thus in better position to establish a continuing

programme of inquiries at the national level.

3- The census is an exaaustive inquiry. No sectors of the manufacturing

industries should be excluded, even those.involving small household enter

prises. .Furthermore, this, kind of inquiry provides the information to

determine the importance of.small-scale, industry in the economy of the

country., Complete data concerning the. number of establishments and of

employees are available on a country-wide basis. The publication of the

results of the census provides three important advantages:

1. A directory of industry;

2. A complete picture of manufactured products;

3- An employment survey.

These three items are helpful for setting up an integrated system of

industrial statistics.' By integrated system, we understand that all indus

trial inquiries use, as a starting point, a central industrial file system

and copies 01 the results of all inquiries are. classified in the central

industrial file system. For every new inquiry concerning the industry, the

authority of the central filing system has to be informed, and givps advice

in order/to avoid double-counting and overlapping of inquiries.

4. An important function of the 1973 programme is to guide and co

ordinate the national activity in industrial ccensus-taking with a view to

broadening the scope and improving the international comparability of

industrial statistical information on an international *asis,

5. The collection of data on the basis of "uniform procedures', and definitions

is essential for international comparability. TiVery country has, at its disposal

the methodology and definitions on which the Statistical Commission has worked
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out an agreement for international purposes. Furthermore.the use of industrial

data on an international basis may be greatly improved and accelerated by the

compilation of this information in a uniform manner and by its subsequent publi

cation in a standard form.

Nature, scope and coverage of the census , ■ ■ .

6. The international recommendations foir-bench-mark industrial inquiries (IRIS)

provide all' ^he terms of the items o.f information which should be collected and

tabulated, the' terms for the scope and coverage of the inquiry and also the

nature of the statistical unit to be employed and the classification to be used.

It is particularly important.from the point of view of achieving'international

comparability that the recommendations should be observed in all these- respects.

The programme proposes to cover the industrial sector in each participating

country. This includes all establishments' engaged primarily in mining, manu

facturing and the production and distribution of electricity, gas and water.

Those activities correspond to the major divisions 2, 3 and 4 respectively of

the International Standard Industrial Classification.

Classification' by .industry ■ , .

7^ Uniformity in the industrial classification employed and the application

of the classification procedures is essential for internationally comparable

results. The 1968 version of t.he ISIC should be used and full details for the

standard items should be shown in the industry group level (four digits) of the .

classification- ... -

In those countries not following the United Nations' classification but

having an independent national industrial classification, it is highly recom

mended that a transition-key system should be worked out.. This system must be

able to transfer 1^e national industrial items to the branches and groups of

the United Nations classification in order to make international comparison

possible.■

Statistical unit

8. The recommended statistical unit for the 1973 Programme is the establish

ment. This is defined as the "econo-nic unit which engages under a single owner

ship or control, that is, under a single legal entity, in one or predominantly

one kind of economic activity at a single physical location."

The establishment as a statistical unit has many advantages for the purpose

of statistics but it must be said that certain kinds of information on invest

ment and labour can only be provided by the enterprise and is extremely important

for a clear understanding of the basic framework of an integrated system of

industrial statistics. The question of ancillary units, household units and.

related establishments will be discussed in detail• Moreover, the starting

point of each industrial census consists of the registration of the statistical

units which are the^establishments.

Time reference ' , •

9«' The period to which the information compiled on activity should relate is

the calendar'year 1973- This may imply some method of estimation in those cases
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where information of the kind sought is normally collected on a fiscal year
"basis. A real effort should be made to adopt the calendar year( not only for

the international comparability but also in order, to .obtain a reliable picture

of the output of the industry on a national basis. Aggregated figures for

... industrial branches would not be correct when different time references are

included. ■■:.".■' ■. ■ ■

Relationship to other industrial inquiries

10. The bench-mark inquiry or census is the only source of information which

provides a complete detailed profile of the industry unobtainable by- an annual

inquiry. In countries 'with a well-developed industrial statistics system the

annual inquiry has still a limited coverage, such as the minimum number of 5 or

10 employees and more. Therefore the census, which has a complete coverage, is

the, only inquiry of which the results can be integrated in the National Accounts,

without-:.adjustment.. The census, also provides basic information for several

special dnquiriesy such as employment studies, small-scale industry studies and

surveys of household activities- In addition, it makes it possible to set up

an input-output study and provides the basic information for the evaluation and

adjustment of current indicators. * ' ....■..■.-
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2■ , NEED FOR INDUSTRIAL .CENSUS STATISTICS

Structure- of the, industry . ■

11. The knowledge of-the .structure of the industry is an essential part of the
factual background needed for understanding a particular economic situation.
As such, it is a/guide leading to realistic government decisions affecting in
dustry. Since industrial structures change slowly, decennial censuses provide
thid type of information with sufficient frequency for general use.

Facts about employment , ,

12.- Current facts about ,employment and earnings are often essential indicators
of the progress of programmes which promote economic and.social welfare ae over-

. lapping with particular employment inquiries which may take place. On the other
hand' the employment data provided by the industrial censuses are interconnected
with output and value added data and sometimes even data concerning investment
in the manufacturing industries.

Basis for labour legislation v

13. As a basis for labour legislation, data may be required on persons engaged
and earnings for special groups, though the current figures usually needed for
collective bargaining to set wage rates might be taken from the industrial cen
suses. The census data might be used as a background in- these cases,

. Productivity studies

14. Productivity studies usually originate with data from industrial censuses
where a relationship is worked out between the labour input and the value added
by manufacture. These studies are also used to estimate the additional workers
needed for the expansion of certain sectors of the industry.- Data on labour
productivity provide information to study the extension of automation or mechan
ization of the industry.

The economic importance

15. The economic importance of an industrial sector/might be measured by the
census value-added data. Value added in its elementary form is the difference
between the gross output of producers and the cost of related materials and
related services consumed. It provides a useful way of rreasuring without
duplication the economic importance of an industry or an industrial sector. It
might be noted that the national accounts definition of value added differs
from(the value added from an industrial census. This question will be studied
under the appropriate chapter of the definitions to be used.

National accounts

16. The annual inquiry, due to the fact that it has a limited coverage, does
not include.the industrial sector according to the national account definitions.
Therefore the benchmark inquiry, by including all establishments, creates the
framework for integrating industrial activities into national accounts. There
is the problem of including, in the inquiry, household units as well as es
tablishments classified outside the industrial sector, which are both primarily
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engaged in industrial activities. Input-output tables, which normally measure

in some detail the flow of goods and services into, out of, and among the various

branches of industry, are closely related to the more advanced systems of na
tional accounts.

Bench-mark inquiry data - -; ' - . - ■ ■

17. Bench-mark inquiry data are usually far more detailed than the annual in
quiry data. In the field of production, data .are required on .quantities and

values of .particular commodities for analyses of supply and demand- ' Gross out

put data are requested in.full detail. Data concerning the cost of materials

and industrial services are required for the calculation of the value added.

In addition, statistics on the consumption of specific materials distributed

by industry or by geographic area are of value to industry management in the

sectors where the materials originate. Industrial censuses normally provide

information about fixed capital formation,'particularly in the mining and manu- '
faoturing sector, which is a sensitive indicator of changes in the level of
economic activity in general. . . ■

. . Data on inventory levels provided by industrial censuses are useful for

surveys covering specific-products or materials of considerable importance to

a country's economy, particularly for short-term forecasting.

Industrial censuses are usually the only sources for statistics on power

equipment, since changes are gradual and frequent inquiries are not ordinarily
needed. ■ . ■
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-■3. MAJOR ..PROBLEMS- ■ • •

General remarks

.18. Industrial censuses are large-scale, complex and difficult undertakings in
all countries with a great number of industrial establishments. The. statistical

office will have only a limited knowledge of the problems involved due to the

fact that a census is only held every ten years. Also industrial enterprises

will#have little or.no experience in furnishing statistics'and vail frequently

have some difficulty in providing the requested data. In developing countries,

small establishments and households-may make important contributions to certain

industries, which..means that information has to be gathered from a great number

of scattered.respondents. ■ ■

Problems involving small establishments

19- In the 1963 programme, several countries reported that respondents were
reluctant to provide the requested data for the fear that they would be used

for tax purposes- Also smalf-scale operations can often be managed with very
little book-keeping and consequently the owner must be persuaded to estimate

a substantial part of the data. Many respondents were under the impression

that the census was a useless undertaking, designed to create government jobs.

The concept of economic data being used to benefit the economy in any way as

.foreign to many respondents. To overcome the reluctance of the respondents,
the principal methods-at the disposal of a statistical office are advance
publicity ana the training of enucorators.

Over-ambitious programmes

20. There are advantages in conducting an industrial census in conjunction

with inquiries into other sectors, but usually an inexperienced statistical

office is not in a position to cope with all of the resulting problems. Some

countries have tried to use their fir.st comprehensive industrial census to

obtain.as much information as possible from every establishment but the com

plicated set of questions often leads to failure. Long and complex question

naires add to the cost of all subsequent stages of processing.

Problems of measurement . . , .

21. The distinction between investments in fixed assets (capital expenditure)

and current cost is frequently difficult to determine in practice, particularly

for household and small-scale establishments. Other data which are hard to

define are the value of output of manufactured goods and" the cost of raw ma

terials and fuels. Where the same enterprise includes both agricultural and

industrial activities the cost of raw materials is usually not a matter of

record and therefore must be estimated.
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. ■ , .1. _ CONTENT.OF THE 1973 PROGRAMME ... .

22, The essence of the ;1?73 >\orljd Programme is the qom-pilation of\
indicators "on "all "major'"aspects" Of industrial activity classified in
detail according to branch of industry.. Summary tables are proposed to
give'perspective to the complete system. .These tables are supplemented
by-cross-classification'of' the data according to size of. establishment
arid "other structural characteristics to show the main features <rf ,.the .

structure of each branch and of the'industry_ as a whole.' _______

23,.--, She .content, oi" the .Programme is.-indicated, and discussed t.opic -by ■•_;•

To"p'ic"''in:' the'sections' which" 'follow ■.:'.■'In" eactTcase after, ^ hriefc-..^ _: .
introduction", the" nature 6"f the" items "of" Information to be compiled is

gi,yen< and .a recommendation is .-mad.?, of the priority to be accor^d^n^e
''case"'to'the' tabulation:; of the re).aTed7irJrx5rmation ^on-;esta]3li^tae(ntsr in
countries wi'tV'developed' industrial statistics'and in countries in the

-process of developing their industrial ,st.atisti;cs..; -. - ■ ■ _~x • i::.i'~:-\ ' ■'•

The items' of''dataware defined'iDy'iKcludj'.r.g the full text of the

_; definition^-extracted from IRIS, and ■ ars amiotated..where" ■ it is. felt' that

■ some additional explanation is. desirable«■ ■; ■:> *' -. ■ \ . ' *.<■■>

. . . - 'The;.sections, of th<3 programme a.re arranged and presented: in. the

following order: . ■ -• . ■"•..-.•'■'.•■ ■ ■■' ' ' :. '

Section 0" 3um/ary of activity ' . , .. .

■"' "■ ' 'Section' 1 ■ : Employment and earnings". ' . .

Section-2 Gross output, its composition and'related items

Section 3 ' Input, and related items

Section 4 Measures of value added '. ..

' ■ ■ ' ■ Section '3' Changes in stor;k , / . . . . .

..' ■'- ■■-■■ "Section 6 '"■ Gross fixed'capital 'formation .

Section 7 Capacity ex po\;o3? equipment

Section 8 . Production of. selG;ctea individual products

- :"-' ■- ■ Section ^' ' Consumption of selected individual products.

24O . ACTION 0. SONil-iARY 01?. ACTIVITY

Introduction. The tables in this section of. the Programme are intended

to focus attention on the main results of the inquiries for the 1973 World

Programme and to establish ^'framework for the more detailed tables in the

subsequent :S3,c;tions. . ■■ ■ ■ ■..■.■■ ' ■ ■

Recommended items.- The recommended items1 are those which have been shown

in the tabulation plan. The only item in these tables that does not

appear in subsequent sections i3 number of establishments'. All items of

information in the tables should .refer to,the number of establishments

to which the published data relate. ■
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TABULATION PLAN

Table O.I: Principal indicators of industrial activity, classified by branch
of industry, all establishments """ ! ~

Gross Value

Number ■ Employees Operatives output added
Branch of Number : : : in in. changes

of establish- of. wages and Wages and basic basic in
industry meats persons Number salaries .Number salaries values values stocks

Table 0.2: Principal indicators of industrial activity, classified by branch
of industry, and by size of establishment, all establishments

0«3: principal indicators of industrial activity, classified by branch
ndustry and by type of tbliht ll tblih [

aivity, classi

of industry, and by type of establishment, all establishments

Table 0.4: Principal indicators of industrial activity, classified by branch
of industry, establishments with five or more persons engaged,

■ The basic Tabie 0.1 in this"section should relate to establishments without
limitation as to size. Because of the difficulties which may be encountered
in obtaining detailed information from the smaller establishments, it is recom
mended.that the "branch of industry"should be classified in terms of the major

^T^^vru1' °f theJSIC' The Tables 0-2 and 0.3 should also
to all establishments but, to simplify such tabulations, it is

25- For the classification of the establishments by size, it is 'suggested to
use the following numbers of persons engaged. 1-4, S-Q, 10-19. 20-AQ SO-QQ
100-199, .200-499, .500-999, and 1,000 and over. ' ' 5' ^

26. An abbreviated version of the classifications by form of organization and
ovmership should be used for a second cross-classification of the basic items.

The categories recommended are the following:

(a) Type of organization: /

a.l Establishments belonging to corporate enterprises;

a.2 Establishments belonging to unincorporate enterprises;

a.3 Establishments belonging to co-operatives.

(b) Type of ownership:

. .,_ b.l Privately-owned^ establishments;

b.2 Publicly-owned establishments."

Table 0.4 provides data for establishments with five or more persons engaged.
This makes it possible to publish more detailed information. Therefore" the
kind of activity classification should be in terms of the ISIC group (four-
digit) level. , v
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Definitions

27* The headings" used in this section are a summary of the more detailed re
sults of the census which are published in the following sections. Therefore

the definitions of the various items used are given in each section concerned.

The definition for establishment can be .found in chapter 1 under.the heading
"statistical unit".
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SECTION 1. EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS

28. The tables of this section are the first to., provide the details, of the'

summary tables shown before. It is concerned primarily with the nature and

dimensions of employment for each branch of the industry and with the annual

earnings of each kind .of paid labour. It also provides for the reporting of

man-hours.worked by operatives as a more precise measure of labour input. Sup

plements to wages and salaries are included in the total labour cost,

TABULATION PLAN"WITH THE RECOMMENDED ITEMS

Indicators of employment and earnings; establishments with five or more persons

engaged

Total

Number of persons

Working

propr i etor3

and unpaid

family workers Total

ehqaqed

Employees

Operatives Other

Man-hours

worked

by

operatives

Wages

Total

and salaries

Opera- Other
rives

Supplements to

wages and salaries

In this section a single table is recommended. The basic items should be

classified by "branch of industry in four-digit ISIC detail.

DEFINITIONS

Number of persons engaged

29. Number of persons engaged in the establishment is defined as the total

number of persons who work in or for the establishment, including working

proprietors, active business partners and unpaid family workers. The numera

tion relates to the number of persons engaged during a specific period of

time. The total should include persons on short-term leave.

Working proprietors and unpaid family workers

30. Working proprietors and unpaid family workers are all individual proprietors

and partners who are actively engaged in the work of .the establishment. It

should exclude silent or inactive partners. Unpaid .family workers are all per

sons living in the household of"any of the proprietors of the establishment and

working in the establishment without regular pay for at least one-third of the

working time normal to the establishment.

Employees

31. The category ''employees" is intended to include all persons engaged other

than working proprietors and unpaid family workers, who work in the establish

ment and receive pay. Also included are persons working away from the estab

lishment when paid by and under control of the establishment (sales representa

tives, engineering representatives, travelling maintenance and repair personnel).

The employee data should distinguish between operatives and other employees.
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Operatives

32. All employees who are directly, engaged in the production or related acti

vities of the establishment, including any clerical or working supervisory

personnel whose function is to record or expedite any step in the production

. process.

Other employees

33- All employees other than operatives as defined above. This category will

include'administrative, technical and clerical personnel such as salaried

managers and directors, laboratory and research workers, clerks, typists,

watchmen, book-keepers, administrative supervisors, salesmen, etc.

Man-hours worked by operatives

34- This iB defined as the total number of hours actually spent by operatives
at work, including waiting time (overtime is included). The hours worked rather
than the hours paid for should be reported. Leave and vacations should be ex
cluded.

Wages and salaries

35- This includes all payments, whether in cash or in kind, made by the employer
during the inquiry period in connexion with work done, to all employees. It
includes all cash payments, bonuses, cost of living allowances and wages
paid during the poriods of vacation and sick leave; taxes and -social

contributions and the like, payable by th« employees'but deducted by the
employer; and payments in kind.

Wage and salary payments in kind

16. Wage and salary payments in kind are defined as the net cost to the em
ployer of those goods and services furnished to employees free of charge or

at markedly reduced cost which are clearly and primarily of benefit to the em
ployees as consumers. The item thus.includes food, beverages, tobacco, cloth
ing and lodging provided free of charge or at markedly reduced cost. (Medical
examinations and recreational facilities are excluded).

Supplements to wages and salaries

37. This item covers payments made by the employer on behalf of his employees.
Examples are employers' contributions to social-security schemes and pension
funds. The sum of this item and the total sum of wages and salaries paid repre
sents the total compensation of employees.
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SECTION 2. GROSS OUTPUT, ITS COMPOSITION AND RELATED ITEMS "'

38." The measurement-of" gross output in'terms of the major types of production
contributing to the industrial output of the establishment is. shown in the
following table. The items in the table should "-be in terms of'valuer at wu
rent prices or in terms of related-payments. The valuation of sross output
and ibs components should be in producers' values (factor cose). Producers
values which were formerly called "market prices", are the* saieo values c?

goods cind services in the market at :hs establishment of the producer,

.39. Approximate factor values are producers' values less all indirect taxes
reduced.by all subsidies. Factor values are the equivalent to the former
"factor cost"- . ■ • ■ . ■- ■ : .

The output of finished products relates to the total production oT finished
goods during the reference period. For data compiled on the -shipped11 basis, -
the.:item is" the equivalent- of the value of all goodc shipped in the reference
periqdv.plus/minus the changes in stocks of finished goods. '

Tabj.e ,g'_A: . Gross output, its composition and related items.,, classified by
]gs"chof industry, establishments with five- or more persons engaged

'Gross output in producers values

Goods ■ Fitted increase ' """ Grots

-.; . Value of -ilndus- shipped Elec- assets. in' Indirect ' output

Branch of_:.. ;. all . trial as tri"- . produced work'in taxes 'Subsidies in basic

industry Total products services received city -for own use progress paid received values

Only, one table is proposed for- the basic items,, classified by branch of
industry in four digit ISIC detail. . ■ ■'

> ,

Gross output ■ .- . .

40, The value of gross output is equal to the value of all prc-.-lucts of the''oot
lishment plu3 receipts for industrial work done for, or services renderod to",
others: plus -/alue of goods shipped in the same condition as received plus"
\ralue of electricity soldj plus value of fixed asset.3 produced by the estaUish- •
ment for its own use plus value of work in progress' at the end vf the ■year less
value of work in progress at the beginning cf the year,

Whether the value of gross output'reflects the valuation of output in
producers value or in approximate basic values depends on"the trsatasnt of in
direct taxes and subsidies, proportional to the quantity of ths commodities '
.produced. For valuation in producers values, indirect taxes should be included

m the. value of the establishment production and the value of subsidies received
should be excluded. For valuation in approximative basic valv.es, indirect uax^s
should "be excluded and subsidies received included*

Industrial services

41. ' This item includes receipts other than those arising from the shipment of
goods, receipts for work done for.others and for services of an industrial nature
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rendered to others. The value stated should be the total cost charged to the

customers. Examples are: Contract or commission work or repair work done for

other.establishments.

shipped, as received . '

42. The sales values, establishment of all goods shipped in the inquiry period

in the same condition as received. These data ■include particularly the value
of sales of goods bought expressly fjr resale.

Electricity sold ■ , .■■..'■"■

43.. The total sales value of electricity sold by the establishment in the

inquiry period* The valuation should be at the commercial rate normal to the

area but in practice it may be necessary to accept the book value.

Fixed assets produced for own account

44. Under this item are included the value of fixed assets and additions and
improvements to existing fixed, assets made by the establishment's'own labour for

its own use. The definition of fixed assets is: All physical assets expected

to'have a productive life of more than one year and intended for use by the

establishment. Included, are major additions, alterations and improvements to

existing fixed assets. The fixed assets should be valued at the cost of all

work put in place and any overhead cost allocable to this work should also be
included. . '

Indirect taxes
" ■ ■■ .-i ... f

45- Indirect taxes should be defined to include all taxes incidental to the
production or sale of goods and industrial services by the establishment which '

.are, chargeable as expenses of production. This will normally include: excise

taxes, sales taxes, motor-Vehicle duties, local rates, fees for business licences
and.stamp duties. ■ ' '

Gross outputs in approximate basic values

460 The following table shows the components'-of the-grosB output:

2.1.1.. Value of all products 2.1.4. Electricity sold

2.1,2. Industrial services 2.1.5. Fixed assets produced for own

2.1,3* Goods shipped as received • account

2.1.6. Increase in work in progress

2;1 Gross output in producers' values

2.2 ■ Indirect taxes ■ . .

'2-3 Subsidies received

2.4 Gross output in approximate basic values.
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SECTION 3.. INPUT AND RELATED ITEMS . . '

47- The tables in this section deal with the nature of the industrial input
into the productive process of goods and services. The main items for the in
puts are: Materials and supplies, fuel, electricity and the services of other
industrial establishments* *

TABULATION PLAN .. ' .

and industrial services rendered, establishment with five or
jsgrsons engaged . : " —————

Branch Materials

- of and

industry Total supplies Fuels

Contract and

commission ' Repair and

work maintenance

Goods

shipped

, as

received•

Electricity

, purchased

\

• The valuation of the items of this -tabulation should be in terms of cur
rent purchasers' values. Purchasers'.-values are" the cost in the market of
gooa.^ and services delivered to the establishment. The values required are in
,erms of Ae cos, of input -consumed" during the reference period rather than
purchased or delivered. The input.-on-a consumed-basis is equal to the input
on a," received basis, adjusted for changes in stocks. ' ■ .

DEFINITIONS

Materials__and supplies

48. This includes all materials, components, etc., that are physically in
corporated m the products of the establishment. Also included are all auxiliary
materials (lubricants, water, packaging materials, small tools, material s for
repair and maintenance, etc.) and office supplies.

! ■

Fuels " • '

49. This;incl.dGs all purchased fuels consumed by the establishment (including
gasolene and other fuels for vehicles) except those,that directly enter the
product, . .

A special provision .is made for the compilation%of estimates of total
energy consumption,at the end of this ,chapter- . ...

gftC'fc and commission work

30. This covers payments made by the establishment for contract and commission
work aone by others m the inquiry,period oh materials controlled by the es- .
taolishaient. Payments to homeworkers may-also be included ,in this item.

Repair and maintenance work■

51- ;This covers the total cost to the establishment of repair and maintenance
services on buildings and other fixed assets of the establishment provided by
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others during the inquiry period. Current repairs should-.be included but

j capital repairs are.to be excluded.

t "■■■.;.■ ■ ■

Goods shipped as received

| 52. Included are all those goods which were purchased and resold without any
er> transformation.

I" Electricity purchased

« . 53. The total cost of all electricity purchased by the establishment 'during
f ,. " the inquiry period- . ■ ......
* ~

. ..- .Special tabulation is worked out for the estimates of total energy con-

* sumed and of. the energy-equivalent of fuels consumed.

I 54- ENERGY EQUIVALENT OF FUELS AND ELECTRICITY CONSUMED- ■ ■"■ ■• ■'■

! .. ■ ■ Establi-shments with five or more persons engaged

; p Energy-

i. Branch . Total equivalent ■ _.. . . ., , /,.«\
of . energy of fuels Electricity consumed (kWh)

industry consumed consumed Total Purchased Generated Sold
; kWh kWh.

; • Definitions

| 55- The estimates of total energy consumed and of the energy equivalent of

fuels should be in terms of kilowatt-hours and should be made at the national
level on the basis of the details of consumption of fuels and electricity

■ provided by the reporting, establishments.

Energy-equivalent of fuels consumed , .

( 56. In order to establish the -amount of energy-equivalent of the various fuels
: * consumed by the establishment, the following conversion rates are recommended.

Anthracite : 1.0 metric ton coal equivalent

Bituminous coal: 0.9 metric ton coal equivalent

! Lignite : O.67 metric ton coal equivalent

■ • Diesel oil : 1,5 metric ton coal equivalent

: ' ■ Fuel oil : 1,5 metric ton coal equivalent

This item refers to the total energy-equivalent'of fuels consumed by the

establishment in the inquiry period. The data for individual fuels should be

. collected in terms of standard physical units and then converted-into kilowatt-

hours by the statistical office which is in charge of publishing the data.
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Electricity purchased ■ ' '

57. Quantity of all electricity purchased by the establishment in the inquiry
period (in kilowatt-hours). ■ ■ . ' .

Electricity generated

58. The quantity (in kilowatt-hours) of electricity generated in the inquiry
period by the establishment for its own use. Sales of generated electricity

to other establishments for usq elsewhere- should be excluded.

Electricity sold . .

59- The quantity (in kilowatt-hours) of electricity sold by the establishment
in the inquiry period. ■ , .

Electricity consumed

60. The quantity of electricity consumed is defined.as the sum of the quanti-
ti of electricity purchased and generated less the quantity of eleotricity
-sold to others. ■ ' ' %-;",.>

-7 -•:■
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SECTION 4. MEASURES OP VALUE ADDED

.61... The, table in this section is.intended to present the available data for

value added by branch of industry.

The value added, generated by an-industrial establishment is the contribu

tion of that individual establishment to.the gross domestic product of. the

country. In other words,the value added is the increase in value over and .
above the value of inputs .of materials and supplies which were used up. in. the

process of production. .

The components of these cosis are i t

- Labour cost; i
t :." ■ ■ . . -

- Consumption of fixed capital; ■ ...-■■

"■? ■ - Remuneration of' capital.

Due to the fact that, except for the labour cost, it is difficult to obtain

..exact data for these items,,the value added is calculated by subtracting the

total value of intermediate inputs from 'the value, of the gross-output of the

establishment..

62. By intermediate inputs is meant the value of "goods consumed and industrial

services rendered by other establishments. It should be noted .that the value

added,, as defined above, which'is usually called "census value added" is not.
the same thing as value added defined in the national accounts. .The.latter
is called the "contribution to gross domestic product". The census value added

is not net relative to the economy as a whole^ but is only net relative to- the

agricultural and industrial sectors of the economy. In order to der'iye the
..contribution to the gross domestic product from census, value added, - it is neces-

■ sary to add the value of receipts for non-industrial' and to deduct the. value of

payments for non-industrial services:.

63. The following table presents the alternative measures of value, added and

shows the relationship between these measures:

4-1 " Value added in approximate"'b'asic values .. . ■ ,. :... .

plus 4*2 Indirect taxes ..•-.._ '

less 4.3 Subsidies ' ;

.- ■ equal 4.4 Value added in producers'values ' ' {

:plus 4.5 Receipts for non-industrial services . • .

; : ■"'less 4.6 Payments for non-industrial services

equal - -.■ 4.7 Contribution to the gross domestic produot . ■ . ■

in producers values. - ■ _

Definitions ■

64. .-Census value added is equal to "value of gross output"(Section 2).less ■
"value of goods consumed and industrial services rendered" (Section 3)»
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65. The valuation in "producers'value" means that the indirect taxes are
.included in- the value of the establishments production and the value of sub
sidies received are excluded.

The valuation, in "approximate basic values" means that the indirect taxes
are excluded and the subsidies received are included.

Receipts for, non-industrial services

66. This item should include all receipts of the establishment for the provi-
• sion-to others of services of non-industrial nature, that is pertaining to
major divisions of the ISIC other than major divisions 2-4.

.Payments for non-industrial services

67. , This item includes the cost of all non-industrial'services rendered by
other establishments which are paid for by the respondent establishment and
are reflected in the ex-establishment value of its production in the year. It

includes payments for advertising, accounting, insurance, communication, legal
and similar services rendered to the establishment and payments of gross rents.

ConsumP't:ion of fixed capital . * . " '

.68., This item includes the value, at current .replacement cost, of reproducible
fixed assets used up during the year as a result of normal wear and tear, fore
seen obsolence and the normal rate of accidental damage.

tabulation plan .

69. For the items "receipts for non-industrial services" and. "payments for non-;
industrial services'; it is' normally idifficult to obtain satisfactory estimates '
at the establishment level. Therefore it is recommended that the table of this
section show value added and related items by branch of industry at the divi
sion level of ISIC only. .

4; Value added and related items, classified by branch of industry.
ablishments with fiveod

d items, classifie

establishments with five or.more persons engaged

i

Contribution

to tho gross

Value l • Value Receipts Payments domestic Ccnsump-
Branch added Net in-, added in for non- for non-. product in tion of

of in basic direct producers'industrial industrial producers' fixed
industry values taxes : values .services services values capital

Remarks '

70. We should like to draw your attention to the growing importance of value
added data. Statisticians, as well as economists,are more and more concerned
about the difficulty of the use of gross output data for measuring the economic
importance of an industrial sector. !The ratio of gross output figures to the
input of raw materials may vary considerably depending on the level of integra
tion of the industries. Therefore, it is advisable to use the value added figures
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for national as well as international comparisons. The problem of double count'

ing might be eliminated by the u3e of value added figures. Productivity

studies in terms of value added data are more apppreciated than those based

on total output figures. 7

■71« In some developed countries there is a fundamental change in the tax

systems concerning industry.* In the future direct taxes are to be paid on

value added figures instead of on the..gross output data. This implies a -

strict and carefully worked out definition-.for the value added, "Value

added in its elementary form is the difference .between the gross output of

producers and the cost of the related materials and industrial services

consumed. The national accounts definition of value added differs from the

census value added as has been mentioned before.
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SECTION 5. CHANGES IN STOCKS S

72. This section presents the component elements of the overall changes in

stocks of the following items: . . . ■ .

- Materials, fuels and supplies; , .- .

- Work in progress;

-" Finished goods produced. . .

'73* Estimates should be shown of the value of stocks at the beginning and at

the end of the inquiry period. The valuation of the inventories of materials,

fuels and supplies should be made at current replacement cost, based on pur

chasers1 values at the reference date. Work in progress should reflect an

imputed valuation in producers1 values including a margin for overhead cost

and profits as well as the cost of labour and materials consumed* Inventories

of finished goods should be valued in producers' values.

TABULATION

Value of stocks (establishments with five or more persons engaged)

Branch

, of
industry-

Materials, fuels

and supplies

Beginning

of period

End

of period

Work-in-progress

Beginning End

of period of period

. DEFINITIONS 1 ■

Finished goods

Beginning End

of period of period

For definitions see Section 3.

Materials, fuels and supplies

74» Inventories should be valued at current replacement cost based on market

prices at the reference dates. These prices should include any duties and

taxes payable by the purchaser and should be net of any rebates and discounts

given by the seller. Stocks of individually important goods might be collected .

in cases where they are known to fluctuate widely.

Work in progress ' • -

75* Here is included the value of all materials which have been partially

processed by the establishment but which are not yet sold,, shipped or turned

over to other establishments without further processing. It should include

all work in progress for the account of others irrespective of the arrangement
of financing this work.

Finished goods ■

76. Included are all goods made by the establishment which are ready for ship
ment. Included are finished goods under sub-contracting and ready for shipment.

Valuation should be at market prices in terms of the prices at which goods

have been shipped immediately prior to the reference date. Prices net. of rebates
and discounts. . .
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Explanatory notes

,77. The data should comprise the value of all inventories owned by the parent

enterprise and held by, or under control of, the establishment. In principle

inventories of materials, fuels and supplies should be valued at current re

placement cost, based on purchasers' values at the reference date. ' t:ork in

progress ideally, should'reflect an imputed valuation .in producers' values

including an imputed margin for overhead cost and profits as well as the cost

of materials consumed and labour used. Inventories of finished goods should

be valued on the producers' value at which goods have beencshipped immediately
prior to the reference date.

■t.
r.

I ■ ■
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SECTION 6. GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION

78. This section provides the basic tables for the reporting of the estimates
of gross fixed capital formation for the 1973 programme. In-this..section are'
given the details of the last column of the summary table in Section 0. Pro
vision is made for the separate reporting of each case of gross additions to
fi^e<*. assets and., of acquisitions of new "fixed assets. '

Before examining the details of the items to be included in the tables we
would like to discuss the various definitions concerning gross capital forma
tion, .

' DEFINITIONS . .

Gross capital.formation

79- Gross capital formation represent increase in stock and gross additions to
fixed assets during the inquiry period. It concerns the production of commodities i
which do not enter into the intermediate consumption during that period. The
fundamental distinction be tween intermediate consumption and gross capital
formation is whether commodities are considered to be used up during the period
of account, I

Capital goods

80. All goods produced for use in future productive processes-machinery, equip
ment, plants, buildings, other constructions and works and producers stocks of
raw materials, semi-finished and finished goods - are called capital goods.

Net capital formation .

81. Net capital formation is measured after allowances are made for deprecia
tion, obsolescence and accidental damage to fixed capital. Conceptually, net
capital formation represents the addition to fixed capital (buildings, other
constructions and works, equipment and machinery) and working capital (producers'
stocks) available for future production.

Domestic capital formation

82. Domestic capital formation is that part of a country's current output and
imports which is not consumed or exported during the reporting period but set
aside as additions to its stock of capital goods.

TABULATION . ■ . ■

Gross fixed .capital formation and its composition, classified by branch
of industry ' ■ "

Table A: Larger establishments (10 or more persons engaged) ' v

Table B: All establishments - -

Land Non-residential Other Transport Machinery and

Total buildings construction equipment other equipment

New- Used New Used New Used New Used New Used

Net Net Net Net Net
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Gross additions to fixed assets

8.3s -This item is defined as the sum of .the cost of new and used fixed assets .

acquired in the inquiry period less the value of sales of fixed assets in that

period/

Purchases of.new fixed assets '

84. yhe data relating to expenditure on fixed, assets should include the value

of all physical assets, expected to have a productive life of more than'one year

and intended for use by the. establishment. Included are.major additions altera

tions and improvements to existing fixed assets. Transactions in respect of

fixed assets should be recorded when ownership passes.

New fixed assets ' . , . .

85. ■ New fixed assets include all those that have not been previously used in

the country. They are considered as new whether or not used before they were

imported., ■

Used fixed assets /

86. Used fixed assets include all those that have been previously used within

.the country. The transactions of the establishment in fixed assets are divided

into the following categories: ..*''■

Land. The value of _. land "before improvement is excluded-while land improve

ments made in the inquiry period are included.

Non-residential buildings such as factories, warehouses,.office buildings,

stores and restaurants, new construction such as permanent railways and roads,

streets, car-parking facilities and the like, as well as.major alterations and

improvements, are included.

Transport equipment. Power-generating machinery, -office machinery,

rolling stock, tractors, for road-haulage, carts and wagons and major altera

tions ,and improvements of existing' transport equipment has to be included.

Machinery and other .equipment.: Power-generating machinery,. office machinery,,

equipment and furniture, metal-working machinery; mining construction and other

industrial machinery; cranes, forklaft equipment and the like; durable containers;

equipment and instruments used by professional men; and any other machinery and

equipment and major renovations and alterations to these types of machinery and

equipment. ■ ' . .
■•'.'■ ■ "> ■

Gross, net add&tjL.Qns. to fixed gsseis' means the acquisitions of used fixed -
assets less' sales of used fixed assets. *

• ■ /
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EXPLANATORY NOTES

87c A few problems arise when it comes to the definition of capital goods,
Non-reproducible' assets such as land, mineral deposits and the natural growth

of standing timber or crops are not included in gross capital formation. Ex- '

penditu^e,on improving land and extending and developing of mining sites, timber

tracts and plantations may "be considered as gross capital formation.,

88O ■ Drawing a line between increases'in stocks and gross fixed capital forma-
jtion is difficult in respect of heavy machinery arid equipment, structures, and

other forms of construction which are produced.on order, and take a consider-

.able time •L.o complete- Incomplete heavy machinery ar.d equipment is to be ac-

.counted for in the increase in stocks of-the producer.

It should bo mentioned that gross fixed capital.formation is a.part of the

capital account of the enterprises which has to be separated .from their current
accounto —

■Capital and current repairs

°9» Capital repairs and alterations lengthen the expected normal lifetime of
use of fixed assets. In order to be classified as fixed capital formation the

newly incorporated parts should have an expected lifetime of use-of one year
or more and^invclve substantial outlays,

. - The acquisition of fixed assets by'purchasers should in principle be

recorded in their capital account at the moment they take legal possession of

the item in question, VJhen machinery and equipment are bought in completed
.form, the purchaser usually acquires the legal title to-fche item when they
contract for delivery of the goods.-' When machinery and equipment are produced

on^ order for buyers they are considered to take ownership of the goods at the

time these items are completed. When producers make fixed assets on their own
account, the value of the work put.in place during the reporting year should
also be classed as the. gross fixed capital formation. ■■■

Valuation

90. The valuation of the gross; capital formation should be, in principle,
valued at purchasers' value- The purchasers' values are composed of basic
values, distribution and transport margins and net commodity taxes. The

purchasers' values in respect of gross additions to fixed assets should cover

all cosIp directly connected with the acquisition and the installation of the
item for use. ..'-.- ■ ■

91- In -ihe case of construction of factories and commercial buildings the
gross fixed capital formation should cover all expenditures for purooses of
placing these structures in condition for use, except the value of land before
improvement. It will also include major alterations and additions to the
structures. , . , ■.
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SECTION 7-. CAPACITY OF PO'^R-EQUIPMEM1'

Introduction:

92. This section relates to the.measurement of capacity of installed

power equipment "by branch of industry. Provision is made for the

.calculation-of the total capacity of power, equipment in-terms-of rated'

horse-power in the sum of.the capacity of prime movers not driving

generators and the^ capacity of electric motors.

Recommended ■- i terns: * ■

93. 7- Total capacity of installed power equipment

7.2

Definitions

7-1.1. Prime movers, not driving electric-generators
7-1-2 Electric motors

Generators

94- ' Prime movers. All prime movers, mobile .or stationary, that are

installed as of the reference date, except those used to drive vehicles: ■

internal contribution engines, steam engines, water-wheels, turbines and

so on. Capacity should be measured'in terms of rated horse-power, that ■ '
is;, the horse-power indicated by the manufacturer.

95- Electric motors. The capacity of all motors .installed as of. the
■reference date and used in connection with the production activities •
of the establishment should be included. The electric motor built into
the machine, used for driving machine tools and all equipments used in the
manufacturing process. Motorsr-driven desk: fans, non-industrial refrigerating
equipment and air conditioners and the like are excluded.' Capacity should

be measured in terms-of rated horse-power, that is, the horse-power indicated
by the manufacturer.

96. Generators: "The capacity of.all electric generators installed, in
use and xn reserve,, as of the reference date. Capacity should be measured
in terms of kilowatts or kilovolt-araperes as rated by the manufacturer.

Tabulation Plan

97. CAPACITY OF INSTALLED K)T^;R "EQUIPMENT

(establishments with five or more persons
engaged).■ Classified by branch of industry,

Branch

of

Industry

Capacity of installed'power equipment (h.p.)
* ■ ■

■ Total

■

Prime movers

not driving

electric

generators

Electric

motors

Generators

kW or kVA
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SECTION 8. PRODUCTION OF SELECTED INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTS

98. A new activity which is a part of the 1973 programme of industrial statis
tics is the collection'of information on the production of selected individual

commodities by industrial establishments. The production data are-collected

irrespective.of the branch of industry in which these establishments are clas
sified- v . ■ - ...

9$. The purpose of this exercise is.to establish a basic array of data for use

in-the analysis of national patterns of industrial output and input. -It might

also be used for the analysis of regional aggregates of production.

100. For this purpose a special list of selected products, and materials is

designed to be used as a guide in reporting in the data on-production and also

on the consumption.of individual commodities. This list, which is published

as a separate document, is an important supplement to the general recommenda-

tions for the 1973 World Programme. ' ' ■

Nature- of the list
— .

101. The list" is not intended to take the place of a comprehensive classifica-
tion of,products or materials. The most suitable classification of commodities

is still the SITC. But for the use at national level the SITC is very often

not detailed enough. Therefore the Statistical Office of the United Nations

is preparing a general ISIC based classification which is called the "Inter
national Standard Commodity Classification of all Goods and Services".

102. The list of selected products and materials is intended to provide the .
minimum specifications for the collection of the production data on an inter-
national basis. '

j . " ,

; Criteria for selection ,

i .'■'■"■'■ ; ■
103. Contrary to the criterion used to define coverage for tables in Sections

• ■ 1-7, emphasis on this section is not the.inclusion of industrial establishments

j of a given size but the production of individual commodities by establishments

where most of the production takes place. In principle, quantitative data on

1 the production of each commodity should refer to the total produced during the

year, and should include (a) the production of establishments for which the

commodity is a primary product, (bj the production of establishments for which
it is a secondary product and, for selected products, (c) the production of

: establishments for which it is an intermediate product. . . -

10 4. The current or prospective'importance of the commodity in the international
economy has normally been the main criterion for inclusion in the list. Also

the "representativeness" of the commodity in terms of a specific group of com-

modities has been taken into, account. ' An attempt has also been made to deal

with commodities which were essentially homogeneous in terms of both the quan-

titative characteristics used in their measurement and.their unit values.

10^ In principle, the production and consumption of the commodities.by all
non-industrial establishments should be excluded. In practice some modifications

in this position may be justified. The estimated production of the non- .

industrial establishments could be presented separately as a memorandum whenever
such production is important. '
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1-":*.c The work load of compiling the required data from industrial establishments

may be greatly reduced without seriously affecting the completeness of the re

sults if the collection is confined to establishments where most of the produce

tion or consumption occurs. The' choice of the cut of point in the size of the

establishments for this purpose varies from industry to industry and from

country to country.

Concepts of production ' . ,'

For the purpose of the 1973 programme the data required is the quantity

of the individual' commodities of the list of the selected products and materials.

The daia are taken from the replies by the establishment during the year and

concern the production for shipment or sale to other establishments! that is,

whether actually shipped or sold in the year or entered into stock. Fixed as

sets of the types mentioned in the list produced by the establishment for their

own use should also be included. The quantities of goods which are produced

by the establishment as intermediate products for consumption within it, should

be excluded from the production data.

108,, Countries who in their national practices limit the collection of informa

tion to shipments or sales and purchases or deliveries of commodities should

in addition, for the purpose of this programme, either collect direct informa

tion on quantities produced and consumed or collect supplementary information

on stocks which enables them to make estimates of the data required by the pro

gramme •

Units of measurement

109' For the purpose of international compiirison of th<- results, it is im

portant that the production and consumption of each commodity should be measured

in uniform quantity terms. A basic part of the list is the specification of

standard quantitative units of measurement for each item. These are based as

far as possible on existing international recommendations for data of this

kind, When necessary, conversion of the reported information to the standard

units should normally be undertaken at the national level.

110, Measurement of production and consumption in terms of value is considered

to be of secondary importance for the world programme. Not only is a consider

able a.'.ement of production or consumption in each country not subject to valua

tion but even where values can be readily reported, international comparison

and aggregation are rendered difficult by the general lack of uniformity in the

basis of valuation and by the absence of satisfactory factors for currency con

version^

Classification of the commodities

11 "i» The coding of the commodities is set out in terms of the ISIC industrial

'groups of which the commodities are the principal products. The first four

digits of the six-digit number relate to the pertinent ISIC industry group and

the remaining two digits to the serial order of the item within the commodity

group. Where two or more units>of measurement are recommended, the series is

differentiated by the use .of the capital letters, A, B, ... following the basic

code..
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■112,. The items in the list are also coded in,terms 'of. their positions in the

SITC. Iti this case also a six digit code, is used,.-the.-first five digits being

the code number of the mast closely related SITC item and the sixth digit in

dicating whether, the item is the equivalent of .the SITC item (use of a zero
in the sixth place) or.-only part of it* (use of ly 2, .-.c in-sixth -place).
Where the item in the list corresponds to more than one SITC item, a plus Bign

is added to the'code number.

Tabulation plan

113« In order to show the results of the production data for each item together

with estimates for the quantity and value of shipments or sales, a single table

is recommended for this section..

„ 77 Shipments or sales
Name of . . Unit of ' quantity

Code product measurement produced Quantity Value
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*' XI. CONDUCT OT THE. INDUSTRIAL CEtiSUS ' ' '

114- The success or failure of an industrial census depends greatly-on
detailed .preparation and the proper conduct of all the various operations
required'for the censusi' Planning is particularly important for a country
conducting its first industrial census. There may not he sufficient

funds ±0 correct the effect of serious mis judgment. Many problems arise
in conducting an industrial census and even if'the inquiries are restricted

to the bare essentials, the planning staff will not be able to anticipate

all of them. Unexpected difficulties may arise but the purpose of good"
planning is to'minimize the cost of the census as thole and to avoid
serious mistakes; ' " * . '

It as recommended that the census be conducted in four main phases
(1) advance planning (2) preparatory work (3) data collection (4) publica
tion of the results. ■

Each phase must be carefully prepared and the ,plan must cover the
time-table, staff and equipment requirements and financial costs.

FIRST PHASE : ADVANCE PLAKHING

115. The experience of" countries with a long tradition of industrial
censuses has shown"that advance planning for each census is essential, "

even though several successful 'censuses may have been conducted previously.
Planning is important if inquiries that are unrealistic or too ambitious
are to be avoided. In many instances some countries try to obtain'the

full range of information from all statistical units, not differentiating
between large and small establishments. ■

Fundamental decisions ■ " '

116 There are several basic matters which must be decided before detailed
plan's can.be formulated. These are: (l) legislative retirements and the •
authority for the census (2) statistical unit (3) the coverage of the
census (4) classification-to be used and (5) the methods of emigration.

Legislative requirr-trrnts and the authority for the census - . : ' ■ ' ■

117. The legal authority for the industrial census is fundamental
because it gives the project the necessary stability, A project of
such magnitude needs a legal ^basis to. make it compulsory for each - -
establishment to respond to the inquiry. The kind of legal authority
depends to a large extent on the legal traditions of the country. -
Industrial censuses have generally been conducted under three types of
authority:' ■ ■ \ . ■ ■:-.-.
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- Executive decrees. A special executive decree may "be issued to

supplement the already existing authority for this special

inquiry. This decree specifies the nature of the inquiry, the

obligations of- the respondent to furnish information and the res

ponsibility of the government in connexion with the individual

returns and in compiling and publishing statistics.

- General statistical acts. Such acts usually cover the whole

statistical activities rather than , the census alone. The acts

'have clauses on the obligations of the respondents and the govern

ment must respect them. To provide for specific industrial

censuses further action in the form of a decree or other executive

action may be necessary. ■

- - Industrial census act. These deal only with the. industrial censuses

but in other respects are similar in their provisions to the more

general acts.

.Statistical Unit '

■118. In practice, it might sometimes be difficult to employ the ideal

concept of the establishment as the statistical unit, as it has .been

defined in para. 8 of this document. Many establishments are engaged in

more than one-third of the" activities at a single location and record-keeping

practices cannot always provide the data requested.

Thus, as long as the organization and record-keeping practices of

producing.units still have limitations on ,the availability of data, a

definition of the establishment has been worked out for practical purposes.

119. In operational terms, the establishment is defined.in the I.E.I.$ as

"the combination of activities and resources directed by a single owning

or controlling entity towards the production of the most homogeneous

group of goods and services, usually at one location, but sometimes, over

a wider area, for which separate records are available that can provide

data concerning the production of these goods and services and the

materials, labour and physical resources used in this production."

120. In certain instances, particularly when multi-unit enterprises

have difficulty reporting on an establishment1 basis, it may be desirable

to use the kind of activity unit as a suitable alternate to the estab

lishment. ' ......

The kind of activity unit differs from the establishment in that'

there is no restriction in respect of the geographical area in which a •

given kind of activity is carried on by a single legal entity. Units '

engaged in auxiliary activities, which work exclusively for a related ■

single establishment and produce non-durable goods or services which do

not become part of the output of these establishments should be treated

as an integral part of the main establishment, irrespective of separate

location.
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121. Central auxiliary units, that is, auxiliary units serving two or
more establishment of a multi-establishment enterprise, might on the

other hand, be treated as a separate establishment and classified
according to the predominent advisory of the establishment served.

Coyer.age of the Census

122. The scope of the inquiry is defined in .accordance with the
international recommendations to include all establishments within the
territorial boundaries of the country engaged primarily in mining,
manufacturing and the production of and distribution of electricity,
gas and water, (major divisions 2, 3 and 4 of the T.S.I.C.)T V
The coverage of the inquiries relates to the nature of the restrictions
placed on the universe of-establishments. These restrictions relate to
the size of the establishments or to other structural characteristics of
the establishmentj such as form of ownership, of type of legal or economic
organisation. In principle, for the 1973 Programme, no restrictions
should be placed on the coverage of the inquiries, either in terms of
size of the establishment or in terms of its other structural character
istics.

123. While complete coverage must remain the goal of the inquiries it-
can generally be approached only in a series of approximations. These
approximations are normally determined by means of different cut-offs in
the size of establishments for different branches of industry. For
international comparability, the cut-off must be defined in terms of a
single and arbitary measure of size. The proposed cut-off is defined
in terms of a coverage limited to establishments, with four or more
persons engaged. This type of coverage is often found in benchmark

U^ ^ °"ieS at an earl* t f tti
g s often found in benchmar

andnui^ ^ °"ieS at an earl* 3taSe of statistical development
and quite frequently m annual inquii i th

i^ ^ arl* 3taSe of statistical development
ite frequently m annual inquiries in the more advanced nations.

It ib generally satisfactory as a basis for .estimating production,

general ^^ f°rmation and for ^stria! commodity flows, in

. ■ - r~~ —*w vn6a,gi5Li must be regarded for

tH^m internati°nal comparability as the closest approximation
Itrl !■ 1\cove^ge desired, for particular industries it may be in
sufficient to cover a substantive proportion of their activities. For
these cases, after considering the difficulties of obtaining the data
the existence of alternative sources and the resources available, the
extension of coverage below this cut-off may be advisable.

Classification to be used >

i ■ j>■ - " nox possible without a detailed industrial

wrif1!^10"' Th? details required, in the classification of data by . ,
kind of economic activity differ from country to country. But the level '■ >
of detail required for purposes of international coapafison of data will
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generally be less than that needed for national analyses. Therefore,

it is recommended to make use of the. International. Standard Industrial

Classification of all economic activities which has "been devised by the

United Nations. .'The basic idea for. this classification was a reconcili

ation, of'the different, national requirements and possibilities, with

emphasis on the international needs for-comparable data. It provides for ■■

separate classification in indivniual categories.of those kinds of \_

economic activity which are of importance in practically every country,

or are of considerable importance in the world economy. Thus, .the .purpose

of the ISIC is not to supersede national.classifications but to provide a

framework for the international comparison of national statistics. In *

order ;to attain international comparability, therefore, it is necessary for

all nations to adopt in their industrial classification schemes,., the .same

general principles and definitions. . ' '

t 125. The ISIC is a classification of kinds of economic activity, and not

a classification of goods and services, or a classification of occupations,:

•In particular', it is1 important to distinguish between the classification of

units "according to major kinds of economic activity and the classification

of goods and'services according to type. Kinds of activity classification

"means that the'establishment enters into the category of the principal

. class of goods produced or services rendered.

126. The ISIC does not draw distinctions according to kind of ownershipy
type of economic organization 01- mode of operation. Units engaged in the

same kind of -economic activity are classified in the same group of the

ISIC, irrespective of whether they are part of incorporated enterprises,.

individual proprietors or government, or whether or not the parent •:

enterprise consists of more than one establishment. The manufacturing

units are classified according to the majorykind of economic activity in

which they engage, whether the work is performed by powsr-driven machinery

or by hand, c'r whether it is done in a factory or in a' household,. Thuse

principles have to be, followed in order to maintain comparaVi.l-iV/'iu

industrial classificationbetween countries which have different'systems

of ownership. Cross classifications of the results of the census according
to kind of legal ownership, kind of economic organization and other

criteria might be worked out in order to meet the national requirements, '*

127. The ISIC is designed so that each of its levels of classification '1
will be useful for purposes"of classifying establishment-type and' kind of *
activity units according to the kind of economic activity'. ■ '

"' '. ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ \
128, In the case of most countries, the groups of the ISIC, which1 are
the 4-digit items, are worked out in the light of the customary'combination ,
of various activities in these statistical units. The major -groups^. ...'..
divisions and-major division (3, 2 and 1 digits) classify the statistical'
units according to the character, technology and organization of the
production.'*-..■' .
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129. Most of the enterprises consist of-iu-siB§i-»-.es.ta-blishraent . :.

only,' "but a certain number of enterprises will own ,establishments

which engage.in a range of activities spanning more than one major '■

group of the ISIC. The divisions of the LSIG- embrace a wide enough ■

range of activities to be generally suitable'for purposes of classifying
these enterprises.

130. £he establishment "classified in a given category of the ISIC'

will produce a range of items of that particular class of goods or

services, and are likely, in addition, to produce goods or services

which are not characteristic of their main kind of economic activity.

But?the establishment is the smallest unit for which kind of activity

criterion, can be used, and data will' not be available for a unit of
narrower scope. Therefore,each category will not only contain

establishments producing different items of the same class of goods and

services, but will also include establishments engaged in secondary ,

kinds of activity, in addition to the. kind of activities belonging to
the category. 1

Decimal Notation of the ISIC

131. All notation in the ISIC is in terms of arabic numbers. *t is
considered that this system of notation is moxe uriiv.ersally applicable

than one employing letters or roman numerals. The decimal system meets

the requirements of offices using data processing equipment, and.at the

same time, provides means whereby the International Classification may be/

expanded without changes in the basic system of divisions, major groups

and groups. The code for the divisions ranges from 1 through 9 and each

division may be divided into nine major groups.

132. The number assigned to a given group of the ISIC reads as follows:
The first digit identifies the major division

The first and second digits indicate the division
The first thre.e digits identify the major group

The four digits indicate the group itself.

In those cas^s where a given level of classification is not divided

.into categories of the next more detailed level, "O'Vis us-;d in the code

position. For example, the code for the major group ."Fishing" is 130 since
the division Fishing (13) is not divided into major groups. ,

Application of the ISIC ■ ' x

133- The statistical commission has recommended that countries classify , (
data according to the ISIC, or categories convertible to the ISIC, for j
population data, industrial and distribution trade statistics and national :
accounts. The International Conference'of Labour. Statisticians has made 1
the same recommendation in respect of labour statistics. The ISIC has

been utilised up to% now in.the UN, ILO, FAO, UNESCO* WHO and many other f.
international and national organizations which have an interest in I
publishing internationally comparable data in respect of a wide range of [;
statistical series. ' ' l!
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The Methods'of'•Enumeration • .-. . . ■ ■

134. .The programme of an.industrial census is .intended to cover 'the
industrial sector in. each participating country. The sector is defined
in accordance with the international recommendations and includes, all
establishments within the territorial boundaries of the country engaged
primarily in mining,, manufacturing and the production and distribution of

electricity., gas and water. ,

135. The purpose of the census has been defined as follows: "The annual
inquiry should be refcarded as the .central inquiry of a co-ordinated system
for the collection.of industrial data, and a benchmark inquiry of the Kind
envisaged here ahould- be regarded'as a supplement to the annual f1^,1^*
The distinctive functions of the benchmark inquiry are (1) to, e;stablisn

a detailed profile of'^the structure of the industrial secxor, and {2)
to provide a broader and more.- accurate array of information on. the activity
of the sector that would normally be feasible on an. annual inquiry. Given
'this detail,- the benchmark inquiry can supply the framework needed for
undertaking special surveys of tfie sector and can furnish the basic
information required for the evaluations and adjustments of current
indicators. In those countries where annual inquiries' have not yet been
instituted, an inquiry of the type envisaged here can provide an appro

priate basis for their" organisation and development.

' 136. UnllKe a population census, the data collection for an industrial "
census can be spread out over a period.of several weeks,.but the enumeration
or identification of the industrial establishment should be done in a
very short period in order to avoid substantial changes in the directory.

137. Once the industries and establishments to be covered have been
determined,■ an important part of planning is to decide on the method of

enumeration. ......

138. The enumeration for a census involves many problems depending on the
various condition of the reporting unit." For the medium and large establish
ments, which form .the-major part of the industrial activity, different
systems of data collection have been used successfully, which can be divided
into three groups' (i) the interview, (2) the mail-enumeration and U)

sample surveys. . . - .

139. The exemples of enumeration interviews are : .

System A i The enumerator visits the establishment and completes the
questionnaire on the spot, using the answers given by the establishment

owners or managers. . .,

This method is suitable" only if the firms are small and the ^
very simple so that answers to the.questions are not difficult to
This-system is particularly recommended for the first phase of the census

' the identification or registration of the establishment..
x. e.
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System B : The enumerator-visits the establishment, explain the purpose

of the census and leave the questionnaire for the respondent to complete.

At_ a later date, the enumerator returns and collects the completed form.

Th^s'method is very efficient-as i<t .enables, the enumerator to identify.

the establishment, .give any necessary explanation at the first visit. The

fact that -he enumerator returns t.o collect the completed forms reduces

the percentage of non-respondents.

System C : The questionnaires are mailed to the establishments, and

later an enumerator calls, for the completed forms. ',

This system is widely used, and is efficient, provided ah exhaustive,

complete list of establishments or directory is available. It may even

be used for the regular annual industrial inquiry.

System D : In this system, which is usually called mail-enumeration, the

questionnaires are mailed to the establishments, which complete' them .

and send them back to the-statistical office by mail.

This approach is the most cooimon one for countries with developed

statistical programmes. It makes it possible to collect data very

rapidly. But it requires an efficient system of up-dating the directory

and needs special arrangements for the non-responding establishments.

Scall establishments enumeration . '

1409 Many difficulties may be encountered in the collection of industrial

census data from small establishments. They are generally hard to locate

and to identify. They are unlikely to maintain comprehensive accounts.

The owners may find it difficult to distinguish between expenditure on !

fixed assets and purchases from suppliers. Also, they cannot make separate

accounts for manufacturing and trading activities, particularly as far as - . ;

the labour cost are concerned. In countries with a large number of ■

small enterprises and a lar&e amount of household manufacturing there

are serious problems. Careful examination is necessary if all small !,
establishments are to be included in the censuB. - *■ - .'

14 Is Two possibilities may be considered for the treatment of small" i

establishments. Either'the inquiry proceeeds through' the short form

questionnaire (see par. ) or a sample survey could be used. ■ '
■ ■ ! t

Data collection'through sampling * ■ I

142. The collection and processing reports from only part of the universe, ■ t

which is called sampling, may sometimes be advantageously employed. ' l

The sampling may reduce the cost of a census as a whole but it requires

a team of qualified, experienced statisticians to work out reliable results. •

Another advantage of sampling lies in the fact that there' will be fewer , I j
questionnaires to"be collected, edited and tabulated also earlier publication \
of results may be possible. This is of particular interest to those countries ; ■'

which are planning a preliminary publication of the main results of the ^

census, There are some objections to the use of sample surveys in general $;

which is also true for industrial sampling. ;
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143. The first point, is that sampling is not a magic formula for success.

Collection, editing and tabulation problems which arise with complete

coverage will most likely occur also when a sample survey is conducted.

Sampling will not eliminate the problems "but will reduce them because

there will he a considerably smaller number of respondents. Secondly,

.sample surveys are more difficult to administer and control than are complete

complete coverage surveys. The difficulties of administrating a sample '

survey increases in proportion to the complexity of the sampling plan.

Thus, if there is a choice between two plans, one more efficient but 'also

more complex than the other, selection of the more efficient plan may-

oSten be the wrong choice from the 'administrative point of view, ' '■ <
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. . ,' [ ' Organisational Requirements

Time schedules aid budgets , ■.'■-,.

144* An efficient method, of setting up a budget for the census is to

work out a detailed time schedule of all the operations for the conduct,

of the census. This time schedule must include a clear description-of

the various phases of the operations, showing the starting and finishing

dates as veil as the number of persons involved. A week might be'.

consider d as a realistic time period and the breaking down of:the' *

operations into sub-operations contributes to better estimates. An

example' of a time schedule is given in par. 185, As far as'possible, the

supervisors should participate, in the establishment-of :.time schedules for

the operations, they will be responsible for. After time schedules have ■ .

been prepared for'all operations, a consolidated time schedule can be
drawn up* The totals of these scheduleswbuld then indicate, week-by

week,' what the personal requirements and costs are estimated, to "b.e for

the entire census. .The time schedule must also include the .operations

or other organizations,participating in the census. Careful, planning

is essential in order to minimize the cost of the census.

Advisory Committee

145- Many countries have found that the formation of a high-level

committee" of government officials, industrialists and other public

figures can "be very helpful in utilizing the collective knowledge of
the government and of the public in working out ttie objectives and the
legal and. organizational bases of an industrial census. Besides aiding
in formulating the broad objectives'of the'census, these committees can
also materially assist in launching the census by helping to secure
"needed legislative funds and public confidence.

146. To be most effective, the committee should consist of high-ranking
and experienced government officials who are users or potential users."
of data ::n the industrial secto:-. Other public figures who should be
invited to participate in the, work of this committee should include
officials of trade associations representing the industry to be surveyed,
accountants and other industrial executives or labour leaders, economists
'statisticians and legislators. Government departments which might be
represented include Ministries of Labour, Social Insurance and Industry

and' the Ministries of Planning and Economic Development. The activity

of the committee should consist of giving advice on, and assisting in
the preparation of the fundamental decisions as described in the preceding
chapter.- The committee must examine the.needs of the government and of
all the end-users of the industrial census statistics and weigh the
needs against-the problems. There is.a widespread awar en.ess to-day of
the need of industrial statistics in economic and social planning.
The potential data users, however are often unaware of the problems
attending the collection of data and compiling of statistics, and may
suggest, collection of information which is difficult or impossible to
obtain.
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Publicity ■ '

147» Recognition of the merits of the industrial census, particularly among

respondents, leads to better co-operation and the filing of more accurate

reports. This,in turn, leads to more efficient processing and possible

earlier publication' of the results. Publicity, therefore, can contribute

significantly to the success of the census. .

A complete publicity programme usually consists of three distinct
phases:

1. Advance publicity to inform the general public that a census has

been proposed and to seek advice on the content of the census in

its formative state- After questionnaires have been tentatively

drafted, comments and suggestions may be requested from industrial

associations, industrial periodicals and directly from a cross-

.section of the business which will later supply the data.

2. Data .collection publicity to stimulate goodwill among respondents

is undertaken shortly before the final questionnaires are sent

out. Articles can be written about, the benefits of census data

and the importance of timely.and accurate reporting.- Descrip

tions of the statistical organization, its equipment and process

ing methods may also be newsworthy and useful. "

3. Census results publicity to inform the public about the availa

bility of reports and to stimulate.the use of the data.

The Industrial Directories . ■

149- One of the main purposes, of the 1973 programme is the setting up of

a complete and exhaustive list of all existing industrial enterprises and
establishments for the whole oountry. Given the fact that the identifica

tion covers all industrial units in activity, the operation may be called

an industrial census. . .

150. Two possible situations may exist before the census' is started:

(1) No complete and up-to-date registration of industrial establish
ments is available, due to the fact.that no census took1place in

. . the past, Various government agencies and professional associa

tions are in possession of a list of industrial establishments,

but none are exhaustive and- there is a great deal of overlapping.

(2) A complete up-to-date registration of industrial units is

available to the statistical office in charge of the 1973 census.

In this case, the 1973 programme consists of an industrial inquiry

only. The existing list of directory is used as the basic

framework for the enumeration. ' ■ ,
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151o In most countries however the first situation~pr©vaiTs;'"""rn;"sucfi" '

cases the preparation of a provisional industrial directory in advance

of'the actual; enumeration is an indispensable, preliminary step, whatever

enumeration system is planned .for .the conduct..of. the census. Such a

directory, even, though it may not be up-to-date,, is of great assistance

as a starting.point for the census. It is a basic document for.the check

list of the field enumerators,' and provides a.useful list of adresses in
case of mail-enumeration. The cost of compiling a provisional directory

may well be more than offset by savings in subsequent operations. If

available early enough, data compiled from such a directory will assist

greatly in the planning of the census.(see par. . .)• *

' Staff.requirements - .

152. The organization of a census may vary from country to country but the

organizing authority should include the heads of the following divisions

of the statistical office, who together with the Director, would form the
planning staff.

The head of the planning division. His functions would be the development

of industry and commodity classification procedures, the design of the

sample" techniques and editing and tabulation specifications.

The head of the field division, whose functions would include the compila

tion, of the industrial-directory, enumeration by field interview or mail,

coverage control and field pre-testing of questionnaires. ■

The, head of the processing, division, who- would edit and code the data on

the oompleted questionnaires, assemble information on the progress of the

project and prepare progress reports and tables for publication.

The head of the'tabulation division, who would operate computing equipment

and, in the case of electronic equipment, write the computer.programmes.

153* The planning staff should participate in preparing agendas and reports

for committees, and in acting.on the latters' recommendations; plan

required research and special studies; prepare or supervise the prepara-

*ioiiV,.o-Lj^.-me schedules for the,planned operations, and make any inter— ■
agency arrangements necessary for the plans. A time schedule for planning ■

should be set up so that the advance planning can proceed smoothly and on-,

schedule.' The planning staff...should include some officials- with'the follow
ing experience and skills: • ■

Managerial or accounting experience in mining and manufacturing;

Experience as a member of the secretariat of a trade association

representing these industries;

Experience as a statistician, planner or supervisor in other statis- .

tical projects, not necessarily in the field of economics or industry;

Background in setting up classification systems or in applying them

to the coding operations. ' ■ '

Experience in supervising field'collection of data of any kind;

Experience in budget planning, in purchases of equipment and supplies.
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Equipment requirements - .

154* There are often considerable delays- in procuring office machines,
tabulation equipment and specialized supplies such as punch cards. It
is desirable, therefore, -to begin to arrange, rent or borrow equipment
as soon as the kinds and numbers of the machines required can be approxi

mately determined. Time schedules for the operations involving equipment
will provide information on when and for how long they will be necessary
to know the total number of physical work-units such as questionnaires to
be processed through the equipment and the normal capacity of the equipment
in terms of number of work units per hour or day. ,The latter figure
should be obtainable from the manufacturer or can be estimated with his
assistance. Allowance should be. made for time lost due-to breakdown of
equipment or delays such as those due to failura of the'preceding operation
to deliver a sufficient number of work units ready for processing. The
length of time the equipment will be needed may not be a critical factor
if it is-purchased, or rented on a week-to-week basis with the right to
return it at any time.

155. The .foilowing.schedule may be used, for the calculations of require
ments for punching equipment.

Operation No. 243

No. of questionnaires

No. of cards

Rental cost

Operation No.' 244

No. of questionnaires
No. of cards

Rental cost

Q"CC. • * •

etc. ;.. '

Totals •' |

No, of questionnaires

; No. of cards

; No.' of machines

! Rental cost " j

Total

all

weeks

; ' May '.

Week 'Week

! 1 r 2

i

-

jWeek Week keek
■ 4 1 '5

■

1

\

June

Week

1

Week

2

■

Week

3

Week

4

■

July

etc.
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CONDUCT.OF'TIC INDUSTRIAL CENSUS .

SECOND PHASE: PREPARATORY WORK

■>

Provisional Directory

156. In the first phase of the conduct of an industrial census,
advance-planning is worked*out and ■ fundamental decisions are taken

such as the legislative requirements, the industries to be:.covered and the

minimum size of the reporting unit torbe included. The original require-

/ ments are also studiedre^g.- i>herbudget-and the timo schedule equipment and
staff requirements and the classification to be used.

During these discussions, which are of primary importance for the

- successful conduct of the inquiry, the advisory committee is consulted on

. all "basic decisions. At the end. of this period of advance planning, a

start can be made on the publicity campaign for the industrial' census.

157* .The second phase of the industrial census is the preparatory.work

period- During this period' all the preparations for the execution of the

cansus have to be made in advance in accordance with the decisions of ■
*'".o -)"l£?wilng committee.

This preparatory work consisisof: establishing a provisional

directory of the industry; preparing the questionnaires; training the

enumerators', preparing time schedule records; preparating tabulation

plans and defining the enumeration districts (i-.D.)

The preparation of the provisional directory

159« The directory is a set of cards or.a listing with information of a

static type identifying the statistical unit. .The following items are

considered as the minimum requirements :

(1) Fame and address of the establishment ■ ■
(2) Physical location
(3) Name and address of the parent enterprise
(4) Identification number ■ '(

. . (5) Industrial activity
(6) Size code (number of persons engaged)

This information corresponds to that which is requested in the annual
establishment questionnaire which will be discussed later.

loO. It should be mentioned that in some countries a permanent industrial

file system has been worked out and provides' excellent results. Also, in
winy countries*the annual industrial inquiry is based upon a fairly up-to-

date registration, system of the, industrial establishments involved in the.

inquiry. The annual inquiry itself keeps the registration up to date.

Unfortunately the annual inquiries have a limited coverage and usually only
units :n.th.more than 5 or oven core than ten are included. Therefore the

completeness of such a directory, w.'ruch is the result<"bf an annual inquiry,

is still open to question. In the absence of complete enumeration their
will always be uncertainty as to whether all the establishments above the
cut-off 3ize are included.

I6l. Also, a decision to exclude small establishments from the directory
should be taken only after consideration of their economic importance. If
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it isi planned to maintain the industrial directory after the census, which

is hi'ghly recommended, the planning staff has to consider the cost of

maintaining the very small units in the directory.

Sources of information for the provisional directory . ' ■ .

162. The following are some of the sources which have been used for

industrial directories.

(l). A preliminary enumeration conducted for the express'purpose of

establishing a complete list of industrial establishments.' This

point will be discussed later " .

,(2) A census of population conducted sometime before the industrial

census. The population questionnaire could include a brief

inquiry about the industrial activities in the households. ' ,

(3) Government records maintained for taxation purposes, social

benefit programmes, licensing or other government functions.

(4) Industrial directories published by trade associations.

( 5) Telephone directories, residential directories and other*; local

list .

The use of the provisional directory . .

163'. After a careful examination of all these sources and a final

compilation into one list of names and addresses of all the industrial

establishments,the provisional directory is ready for use. Nevertheless,

one should be aware of the incompleteness and possible errors of this

directory. The records may have, no indication of the size of the unit

and may thus be inadequate for the selection of samples. They may relate

to enterprises rather than to establishments and therefore,the location

may be incorrect. They may be out of date, they may include obsolete list-

ingse.g. establishmentswhich are closed and may exclude the newly formed

enterprises and establishments. They may contain erroneous-descriptions

of the industrial activity arid also duplications, for example,the

establishment may be listed two or three times according to the various

end products.

Due to these various inaccuracies, the provisional directory has to

be used with great care. In actual fact, there are only two_ cases where

it can be used as it stands.
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164- The provisional directory may be used in the case where the census
is conducted by complete field canvassing. It forms the provisional'list

of statistical units to be visited by the enumerators. Consequently, their

task in the field is more complicated. First,they have to verify and

correct the errors concerning the characteristics of the existing•

establishments, and secondly, they have to'look for new establishments in

the Enumeration Districts, which are not on their list. Further more, they

eliminate the establishments which are outside the scope of the census
and those which have ended their industrial activities.

I65. The result of a complete field enumeration is a comprehensive up-to-
date industrial directory. During the preliminary work the enumerator
identifies the establishment and hands over a questionnaire to its

manager. Subsequently, at a later date, the enumerator returns to the

establishment and collects a completed questionnaire, assisting in its

completion, if necessary. The provisional industrial directory may also
be used as an enumeration ■ 'auxiliary list. But in order to obtain an

up-to-date directory and complete coverage of the industrial establishments,
some special treatment should be worked out for non-^respondents.

Preparation of the questionnaires

Annual fistablishroen.t questionnaire

166. The data collection forms are the key documents in the industrial
census since they provide the means for recording all the'establishments'
data which are to be tabulated and published. Their format and content
will have a significant influence on the quality of the statistical results,
the cost of collection, editing and tabulation and the promptness of

publication. In all successful industrial censuses, therefore, considerable
time has been devoted to the design' of questionnaires and other data-
collection forms. Ambiguous phrases, printing errors, and even poor

spacing, have caused some countries to * abandon important inquiries. In

self-enumeration, when the respondent fills out the questionnaire without

the assistance of an. interviewer, even a poor selection of typefaces has
been known to cause widespread misinterpretation. Pre-testing of the data-
collection forms can often bring such deficiences to light in .time to Era-rTr™
correct them. The early enumeration, of one or two districts, for example,"
may demonstrate the inadequacy of the data collection forms.

167- The physical form of the questionnaire,■for example, whether it is to
be printed on card stock or paper, or to be assembled as a continuous sheet
or booklet, should be determined after consideration of all the uses to
which it will be put. If it is expected that many of the questionnaires
will be filled out on typewriters, the continuous sheet or accordeon fold
is preferable to the booklet. The spacing between the lines of such a
questionnaire should also correspond to typewriter spacing. If the
information is to be recorded by an enumerator, as in field canvassing
for an industrial directory, a sheet or large card on which data for the
establishment can be recorded may be the most efficient form.
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168. Taking into account the needs for"data processing it is suggested
that.only one side of each page is use. This makes it possible', to prepare
the work units (see para. 30). The Questionnaire, itself should be on the

■ recto side of the page and the' corresponding instructions on the verso
side of the preceeding.page of the form. .' ' . ■■

169. In addition to the spaces for the .'respondent1^ entries, it is usual
to include spaces on the questionnaires for office entries, marked "for
office use only". Such entries of three general types are used:

*> ■ -.

-oontrol data (establishment and parent enterprise
registration number)

- code, numbers (location, industrial activity etc.)
- checking and controlling ratios (see para. 29)

Sach item on the questionnaire should be numbered to facilitate the'
reference to the items in the instructions, correspondence and tabulation
lorms. ■

170. It is very useful to provide space for corrections of the data.
When a correction is made to a respondent entry by the field enumerators,
the original data should not be erased or obliterated. Instead a line
should, be drawn through the entry and the correct figure should be entered

Instructions accompanying the questionnaire.• '■"■- "' • ■ ■ • ■ " ""

171. .The instructions for respondents should cover, concisely but '
completely everything necessary to explain what is required in order to

llss lii^W 7Sl f' instructions **oh are too long and diffuse are -
less, likely to be read and understood than those which are brief and to

is to°inciuHpVrS+inStrU!tiOnS ^'"I"11**.- tevever, a common practice
and +hP W ■ y tbe1most easentia^ points on the questionnaire itself
and the rest in a supplementary instruction sheet.

.172. Although the instructions are important and should be carefully ■
written, even greater care should be accorded to the wording of the " '
questions.- A major factor" in sec ring" prompt,, complete and reliable

Zlt * ^ Ph^afing °f ^esti tht th
, p ale

Zlt ** ^ Ph^afing °f ^.estions so that they are readily understood
by respondents and field enumerators. Every effort should be made to •

ForMmP ^rdln^0f,^esti0ns clear and concise to avoid ambiguities, . .
For some items check-boxes-are preferable to direct questions! In a

tT^ZlfalX T" P0SSible ^"8'«* Priced out and' the respondent
preferred answer. .

■ 4
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173. , The following is a check-list of points normally coveredVn the
explanary notes on questionnaires or on the supplementary instruction
sheets.

1. Legal authority .of the- census.

.2. Confidentiality of returns.

3- Type of establishments required to report.
4.' Acceptability of estimates.

5- Date the completed report -is due.
6. Time period covered by the inquiries.
7- Instructions for the retunn of the report.

The time-period covered by the inquiry is a full year. It should be made
clear to.what extent periods other than the calendar year may be'accepted.
*.or each item of information requested a clear definition should be given,
oaretully written,-unambiguous descriptions of the items may provide the
basis for an acceptable comparability at national as well as at the '
international level.

174. Special instructions must be added for particular industries where
problems affecting many respondents are anticipated, such as how to report
the processing of agricultural products when the same establishment is

-engaged m the. growing of the crops which are processed. A question
■calling for verifiable facts is preferable to one which relies on the
■judgement of the respondents or'field interviewers. Rather than ask the
respondent to describe his primary industrial activity, the questionnaire
can request de.tailed data on products made or services rendered whrch can
be used at a later stage to assigning the industrial activity code number.

General Remarks . •

■Pre-coding of the questionnaires '

*l+l +ln desi£ning questionnaires good practise is to take into account'
both the ease of the reporting and the case of processing. The ■

preprint of code-numbers on questionnaires is primarily .lessened for the

+h!%nf proc?ssinS> but in 3°<ne systems reporting is also facilitate since
the code-numbers aiso appear in reference manuals available to enumerators
and respondent. Coding is the transformation of the information to a

the size of the establishments by code groupings of numbers of
employees

the industrial branch by using the numbering of the ISIC (two digits)

townfe?rP ^ C°ding ^ nUmberins" the enumeration districts,
the size of the establishments by groupings of:

- amount of capital assets

- the installed capacity of the prime-movers
-- the coding of the legal, status and kind of ownership
- the amount of gross-output groupings etc.
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176. In discussing.the questionnaire, special attention was drawn to.the

fact that preceding the forms might considerably reduce the time required

for tabulation. 'For this reason a special column at the right side of the

questionnaire is reserved for coding, which is marked "for statistical use

only". It should be emphasised that the processing of the questionnaire

has two possibilities. First the right-hand column, is used by .the

statistical office only. The questionnaires, after they are received, are

codes by the staff members of the statistical office only. A second system-

consistsof coding some parts of the questionnaire in a different way. A

common example of the" preprinting of code-numbers is found in connection

with the reporting of individual products and services. A non preprint _

inquiry on this subject would provide several blank lines and ask the

respondent or enumerator to write the product description and enter the

numerical1 data. A preprinted and pre-coded inquiry, on the other hand,■'

.would,provide, the code/number and description of several products made

by,'the industry and in effect ask the'respondent to select the appropriate

line or lines and then enter the data. . ■ v '■ ' ■

177. The preprinting of code numbers for industrial activity is not

feasible because the proper code.number is to be selected from a large. ■

.amount.of code numbers for industrial products from the ISIC. Here another

problem, .the interpretation of the code numbers has to be kept in mind.

Many industrialists have their own denomination for the end-product of'their

firm, which often does not correspond to the description used in the ISIC.

Therefore, it might be advisable to ask for the description of the product

only.and have the numbering done by the statistical office or by the

enumerator..,. ■ . ■ ■ '

176. The use of computers has greatly reduced the amount of coding required, .
especially the amount that has to be done clerically. Codes whose primary

purpose is to, facilitate the sorting of punch cards are not required.;;.A _

computer can- operate just as well on a data item, like the xran&er-of employees

as on a one digit size code based on the original figure. Furthermore it

is always difficult to assign codes based on a calculation or comparison

of magnitudes. In general a computer is preferred whenever a code number

is to be assigned based on complex 1 calculations, j

■ ■■.■'- ' " ■ • Training'of 'Enumerators _ ....

Instruction courses for enumerators and supervisors ■ . ' . .

179. An.industrial census is considerably more complex.than a population

census. Many individuals in the population have essentially Similar

characteristics,: their classification is relatively simple, and the train

ing of enumerators, in statistical, concepts is less important than teaching

them procedural matters- In contrast, the statistical units of an

industrial census vary greatly as to such characteristics as size, organiza

tion and industrial activity. One of tho first problem encountered by the

field enumerators is to determine which of the establishments have to be

included in the survey. This problem hardly exists in the census of

population.
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180. The experience of the 1963 World Programme illustrates the need for
thqrough training of field enumerators. If funds available are restricted,
it would be better to reduce the scope of the census (and therefore the
number of enumerators) than the quality of the enumeration. Ideally, it would
be desirable to leave the task cf training in the hands of a few
individuals in the central statistical office. This has rarely been ■
feasible in practice, however, and the -usual first'step is to train -
individuals who will teach others. These may be heads of regional offices
and other key personnel-who are given an intensive background course in
the central office. Later, these persons, return to their areas to train
local office supervisors and these in turn train the field workers.

181. At all levels, training classes should be small so that the teacher -
can give- attention to the progress of each individual in the class. If.
feasible, simulated interviews, in which an experienced person takes the
part of an establishment owner or manager, should form part of the train
ing .course, toritten tests should be given at some time during the course,
taoh:individual approved for field work should, demonstrate that he will
be able to cope with at least .the most, frequent of the complex technical
problems which arise during enumeration. *

Pocket manuals '\ ' . •■

182. A condensed manual of instructions for enumerators, intended to be
carried by the person and consulted during the course of his work has been
used successfully in many .countries., Such a manual may also serve as a
basic text book for the training course. All procedural matters affecting
enumerators and the principal problems they may expect to encounter should
be discussed in such a manual. "

183. The subjects covered in a typical manual are outlined below:

, . ^ Rules and regulations. Here should be indicated the legal
/ obligations of enumerators to provide true confidential

returns given by the respondents. Also one should mention the

hh *" f°rbidden to the enumerators such as collecting

background .for the census. Some excerpts from the
statistical laws or decrees concerning the census have to be ■
included.

(3) Working procedures,, A careful description should be-made to
-..indicate the flow of the questionnaire, where it eomes from,

how to handle it and to whom it should be handed over. Also•
- some indication should be given for exceptional situations,
such as the. refusal to supply information; changing of
ownership during the census period etc.

(4) The "skip list" that is the list of establishments the enumerator
is not expected to visit. This list may include the establish
ments of multi-unit enterprises which are to be contacted
directly by the statistical office.
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(■5) The scope of the census. Definition . of an establishment, and
type of establishments to be included. Type of establishments

■ ' commonly encountered which are not to be included.

(6.) List of questionnaires and other forms to be used in the census
. and a brief description of the content, purpose and scope of

each. The pocket manual should, also provide very detailed

instructions.for each.item of the questionnaire, which would'be

too long to add to.the questionnaire itself.

(7) Special instruction's for particular type of establishments.
For example how to handle frequently encountered mixed activities
(eg. manufacturing and trade or agriculture)

■ (8) Multi-unit enterprises. How tu identify headquarter offices
of multi-unit enterprises. It should also include the '

description and the map of the enumeration area. These' two

documents will assist the enumerator in securing the complete

/ coverage of the area for which he is responsible'.

Duties of supervisors and enumerators

184. It can be very useful to complete the instructions handbook with a -
few practical explanations on the way a questionnaire should be completed,
how to work out an itinerary of enumeration, and a check list of the

various operations to be executed.and also: How to fill in and use the

other documents connected with the census. In case, of absence, a M,:call

back card" in order to avoid double counting. Duties of the enumerator-

after the enumeration. A special description or list of operations to be
fulfiled after the enumeration is finished, has to be added in the

instruction handbook (pocket manual). Instructions for the supervisor.
Every supervisor will havs to watch a specific group of enumerators who .

will work directly under his control during the industrial census, one of

his main duties is to fill in regularly and correctly the Field Supervisors
Report. ' - • ■

Time Schedule Records

I85. One method for developing estimates of time requirements and
setting up a budget for the census Is to prepare a time schedule for each

operation. Besides a description of the operation," the schedule should show

the starting and finishing dates and estimation of cost and manpower

requirements during each week. Breaking down the operation into sub-
operations contributes to more realistic estimates. "
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1. Forms of time schedule record

Operation No.

Description of

the operation

Item

Week

1

Week

2

May

Week

3'
Week

4.

Week

5

Week

1

Date

June

Week Week

2 3

Week

4

Week

1.

July

Week

2

Week

3

Total operation

■Personnel

Cost

■ Sub-operation 1

Province A

Personnel

Cost .

■ Province B

Personnel .-

Cost

Sub-o.peration 2

Province C

Personnel

Cost

( e tc.)

186. The same.table can be used for operation performed by other organiza

tions, such as for the printing -:'of the questionnaires.., ,For such uses the

figure for manpower would be omitted. As far as possible the supervisors

should participate in the preparation, of the time schedule for those

operations for which they will be responsible. After time schedules

have been prepared for all anticipated operations a consolidated time

schedule should be worked .out. This would be similar to the time schedule

above except that operations and not sub-operations for the census should

be listed in the columns. The totals of the consolidated schedule would

then indicate? week by week, what'the personnel requirements and costs are

estimated to be for the entire census.

Tabulation Plans

Forms of Tabulation plans

187• :Before the census questions are finalized and the questionnaires are

printed, the content of statistical tables should be outlined and some

consideration given to coding and tabulation procedures. Some countries

with limited experience prepared tabulation plans when the enumeration was

nearly finished; at this stage,they discovered that certain -questions

shouldhave never been included in the census, simply, because the information

could not be coded and tabulated. Members of the advisory committee may

suggest-the inclusion of "items of data which may be very useful for economic

policy guidance or for other purposes, but which are essentially inappropriate

for inclusion in an industrial census. An example is the type of question

which calls for the opinion of respondents rather than facts or figures.
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Opinion surveys should not ordinarily be conducted in conjunction with

industrial censuses. ■

188. A detailed examination of all the tabulation forms has to "be done at

.the .same time as the preparation of the questionnaires. The headings of

the tabulation forms are identical to those, of .the.questionnaires.

Consequently, bo'th documents have to be studied simultaneously keeping in

. mind,both the end uses of the data required and the possibilities of the

book-keeping systems at the establishment level.

.""^-examination of the tabulation plans

l89- The tabulation plans may show some weaknesses occasionally found

in census questions, such as categories which overlapping each other, or

inaccurately phr.ased questions leading-to ambiguous results. The discovery

of such defects before the data collection has started will help to avoid

much wasted effort in the collection and publishing phases. Visualizing

the questions of the inquiry in the way they should be presented to the and

users of the data_and setting down the actual format of the presentation

will often be helpful in bringing conceptual and other errors to light.

Definition of enumeration districts

Maps of enumeration districts - - • ■ . ■ - ■

190« In a complete field enumeration, such as required for an industrial

directory, it is fundamental that information should be taken from every

establishment within the scope of the census. It is also desirable to

avoid duplication, which can arise because of misunderstanding about the

boundaries of the district. Therefore,the enumerator must have at his

disposal a detailed map of the enumeration area or district for which he

is responsible- Such maps should clearly define the boundaries of the

diatrict: if the boundary is a street, the allocation of the establishment

belonging to his 3D should be clearly indicated. It should also be made

ole&r that the establishments on the opposite side of the street do not

belong to his .-JD. Other boundaries which are to be chosen are, rivers, ' "'

canals, highways in such a way that no ambiguous situations may arise.

Sources for compiling District Maps

191«. 3j)s-- defined for population censuses may serve as a starting point

for the definition of industrial census EDs. If accurate the detailed

maps are available at the statistical office they can be used for drawing

a separate map for each enumeration area. Estimates of the number of

industrial establishments in each of the population EDs could be made by '

ucing-tbe provisional directory of industrial establishments. This

proviBional number of units makes it- possible to modify and adjust the

population EDs in order to produce EDs of approximately equal industrial
importance. ■ - '
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CONDUCT OF THE INDUSTRIAL C3N3US

THIRD PHASE: COLLECTION OF DATA

The Enumeration

Enumeration systems recommended for the 1973 Programme

192. The choice of the enumeration system is determined by the existence

0: otherwise of a directory or register of the industrial establishments

involved in the census.

Case I. A complete exhaustive register or directory exist and in up-to-

date. The real census operation, e.g. the identification and

registration of each statistical unit involved in the census, is

no longer necessary. The inquiry is reduced to the collection

of economic, financial and structural data of each establishment

Case II. The directory or register of the industrial establishments does

not exist or is incomplete in coverage, or is not up to date..

In this case a provisional directory must be established.

Enumeration systems to "be used in case I.

193» One of the most frequently U3ed systems of enumeration is a mailing

enumeration which we called system D.(see para. 140)- The questionnaires

■ are mailed to the establishments and at a later date usually indicated on

the questionnaire, the enumerator calls for the completed form. The

enumerator checks the answers before reception, and can assist the

respondent in completing those items which have been omitted. If necessary

he calls back at a later stage. This system has several advantages>

First the non respondent percentage is very low. Secondly, the answers

are fairly complete because they have been checked on reception. Also

the dialogue between the respondent and the enumerator io made easy

because the date of .the visit-of the enumerator is announced in advance-

Furthermore the pocket manual carried by the enumerator, might provide the

solution for any question giving rise to difficulties,

194* The second method to be used in case I is the enumeration system E. '

This is the so called self-enumeration system. Here the directory is used :

as a mailing list. The questionnaire which has a very detailed annex with j

explanatory notes, is mailed to each establishment. After completion it ;

is sent "back to the statistical office again by mail, before the announced :
deadline. In case of non-response before this date the statistical office |
sends a reminder. If an answer is. still not forthcoming it is recommended
to send a field worker.or enumerator to the establishment in order to check
the.existence of the unit which is due to report, and if necessary to assist I

in the compilation of the requested data. This approaches the most common
one for countries with developed statistical programmes.
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Enumeration systems to be used in case II

195. If no directory or., complete registration of the industrial
establishments is available' at the statistical office, more complicated
methods for conducting the enumeration of the reporting units has to be
used. ■ The most efficient way is to conduct the census in two steps or
phases: (1) a preliminary enumeration, followed by (2) the data collection.
Ihe preliminary enumeration involved the preparation of two aids The
first one is a provisional directory (see para. 163) and the second one
is the enumeration district map (see para. 190). After this", the ' "
preliminary enumeration, which is'a real census operation, can be carried
out, using- system -A (described in para. . 140).

196. The enumerator then proceeds as follows: he visits all the
establishments indicated on hisvE.D. map, 'checking only the characteristics
ot the unit and making any necessary charges. He' then carried out a
thorough examination of his E.D. to find out if there are newly formed
units which are not on his list, and are to be included in the', scope- -of' the
census. Finally, he eliminates those establishments, mentioned on his list
which are no longer active or whose activities are no longer included in
the scope of the census. ..After he'has screened his E.D., he sends his
tinal list to the District Supervisor. After a.V E.D.s have been
scrutinized, the statistical office compiles a final complet directory.

197. Data collection. In the second phase data collection may now be '
Conducted by using system which means that the questionnaires are mailed
to.the reporting'units - .the establishments which have been identified by
the census operation. An -alternative method consists of depositing the
questionnaires at the establishment during the identification visit The
same enumerator collects the completed form at a later date, which has
been fixed during his first visit, and applies the normal reception
procedures Given the fact that the result of the preliminary enumeration
is a complet u^to-date register or directory, it is possible to apply

^"tlOn SyStemaS ^ C J S/mail

lli f 2 priiiminar* enumeration is planned due to lack of funds or to
the lack of sufficient field workers, it is possible to apply system B
The conduct of the census in this case is as follows: Thfenumerator is
given an enumeration district map (B.D.) which is complete with a list
of statistical units taken from the provisional directory. Each-

unifL > 1S ViSit6d ^ ther° he Checks the identic of the reporting
Zthf h f ^ MOe88«y "■corrections concerning the characteristics
and then hands over a questionnaire to the person-in charge. At a later
tJt T UT Wlt\the respondent, he collects the completed form
f^^ Af— «- .uestionnaire-is
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Arrangements for multi-unit enterprises

199> It has been suggested that the enumeration of known multi-unit enter

prises should be carried out directly by the central statistical office

rather than.by field interviewers. Most of. these enterprises are known but

still i't might be useful to contact certain industrial associations for

some complementary information. Also the industrial register must have an

adequate file system for identifying the .establishments" with their-parent
enterprise. The main advantage of this method of canvassing is that less

time will be required to perform the enumeration. The parent enterprise
might forward the questionnaires to their main'office where., after

carefull checking the complete set of questionnaires will be returned to
the statistical office. We suggest that a special "enterprise questionnaire"
be used for this purpose, and a specimen is given in para .... This

procedure might be helpful for completing the data of capital expenditure
for each establishment and also for controlling the overhead cost of the
enterprise borne by the establishment.

200, In some countries, experienced members of the central statistical
office have undertaken to. interview officials of multi-unit enterprises
in advance of the census. ;.' The purpose of such interviews is two-fold;
(1) to obtaxn the. co-operation of the" company officials and impress on them
the importance of the census and ,(2) to facilitate the actual enumeration
by obtaining a list of -the company,1 s establishments and information on the
activities undertaken at each -location.

i

Treataent of small establishments ■
"'" — _ . t

201. One of the solutions for these problems is the use of Short Form .
g^_tiQ£njures (see para ) ' These have been used very successfully
m aany industrial censuses. The form includes only the items basic to
the consus such as v

- location of the establishment ..

. - the industrial activity . '

- number of persons engaged

- wages and salaries

- cost of materials and amounts for industrial services

- expenditure for machinery and fixed assets

- value of products sold and receipts for services.

The shcrt form should call for the same information as the long form but
in less detail. This principle has been applied in the preparation of the
snort and the long form questionnaires which are shown in chapter

Differential processing. Coverage of large numbers of small establishments
creatos a heavy workload in editing, coding and tabulation. The cost of
■chese operations should be considered relative to the importance of the ■
small establishment aggregates, and also in relation to the effects of the
errors which might appear. If the errors are of random type, they will tend
-o cancel each other out, provided they are individually small. A high
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degree of accuracy and rigid standards are unnecessary refinements when

dealing with small establishments. ■■- ■■- ' r •

Sampling- Another solution for the treatment of the small establishment

is the collection of data through a well designed sample of establishments.

The census may be based.on a sample rather than on a complete coverage.

A satisfactory sample can hardly be, selected without a directory or
exhaustive registration, and this means that some information will have to

be obtained1.from all establishments. The manpower required.to conduct .

the census may be considerably reduced if coverage of small units is

confined to a sample of (moderate size, such as 10 or 20 per cent.

Use of SampleSurvey

202. The' small establishments, such as the.traditional handicraft and some

other kind of small industrial units, account for a substantial percentage,

of the total net output of the industrial sector of the country and cannot

'be neglected or excluded from the industry. Their development must be

included in the scope of the indices of industrial production and in the

economic analysis and taken into.consideration when formulating the

economic policy of the government. In most developing countries the role

of these establishments is very substantial. In highly developed countries

a large proportion of the small industrial establishments, are subcontractors

to the-medium and large industrial enterprises'.' Therefore,.the trend of

their economic,activity is closely related to the trend of the activities
of their principal contractors. But', in the developing countries the small
industrial enterprises have a different outlet". "Most'of their end-products are

finished goods and sold directly on the consumes maxket. Consequently, it" is

recommended that the small establishments be included in the industrial
census. . ..... n ■

203- It is suggested that an effort should be made to ensure that where
small establishment are excluded from the census of production (or other

type of comprehensive enquiries relating to the industrial sector) the

3ut~off point is such that they do not account for more than two.or three

percent of the total net output of the sector, defined..as contribution

to thfi gross national product. On the other hand, the industrial- activity

of the small industrial establishment often tends to change at a slower
rate than the activities of the larger statistical units. Thus an

infrequent coverage of these establishments eve^y 5 years may be considered

satisfactory. Therefore,in those countries where a great number of small

industrial establishments have been identified during the early stages
of the industrial census, e.g. the establishment of an industrial file

system or "Directory", it might be advantageous to collect the data by

means of sampling Itefinition: Sampling is the collection and processing

of reports from only a part of the universe which is formed by the small
industrial establishments.
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Complementary Sampling System .

204- Up to now only two methods have been used extensively for industrial

inquiries'. These are: ,

1. The probability sampling. The entire universe is represented

by giving every establishment in the universe a known probability

of being selected.

2. The cut-off sampling, where the coverage is restricted to all

establishments having given characteristics, generally those

above a specific size.

The probability sampling can be divided into two systems, the stratified

probability samples and the area or cluster probability samples.

The gtratified probability, samples

205- Ideally, stratification should create homogeneous groups of establish

ments, each group differing in its major characteristics from all the other

groups. The usual procedure in industrial censuses is to subdivide the '

universe into two or more groups defined b/ the size of the establishment.

A frequently used method is to distinguish between establishments with

five and more workers and those with less than five persons employed. To

achieve greater homogeneity, the size groups are sometimes further sub

divided by industrial-classification, but. a more'common practice is to

adopt the same sample rate for all establishments within.each size group.

The random systematic sampling may be used, for selecting a ten per cent

sample of the establishments. The establishment cards are arranged in a

systematic way, alphabetically or' otherwise, and then every tenth card is

taken for the sample. Selection of a two-group stratified sample of the

type described might be appropriate where (l) there is a large number of

small establishments and'(2) where they account collectively for a
substantial portion of the universe in terms of output^or persons engaged.

Stratified samples are most appropriate when enumeration is Conducted by

mail in the case of field enumeration, the area or cluster sampling is

nearly always' more efficient. ,

Cluster Probability samples

206. Definition: Cluster or area'sampling is the collection and processing
of data for a great number of small establishments by geographical areas

or clusters, by means of field enumerators. The theoretical criteria for

effective cluster sampling are the exact' opposite of those for stratified

sampling. In cluster sampling, the groups or clusters should be as

internally non-homegeneous as possible, and each group should resemble all

other groups in its major characteristics.: But usually the clusters are

geographic or administrative areas_and their internal composition is
accepted as they stand. A simple cluster plan could start with a list

of towns, counties or other political divisions. ' These are divided into

two groups, small and large, according to their industrial importance. By
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random methods, a sample of the "small" areas is selected, while the '

"large" areas are automatically included in the enumeration. All the.:

establishments within each of the sample' areas are enumerated. Second-

stage sampling, or sampling within the clusters, is also feasible and
can be employed if some of the. sample areas contain an unusually large
'number of small establishments. , . - ■ ■ \ '-"

Cut of Sampling-

207. This is a second method of sampling which has been recommended for

use in connection with industrial inquiries. By definition,>in cut-off '

sampling the coverage is restricted; to all establishments having a.given

characteristic, most commonly those above a specific size. These -

establishments constitute the universe, which is usually enumerated
completely. Since cut-off sampling is not a probability method, the ■ ■'■"
reliability of the published aggregates or estimates cannot be measured

.precisely in terom of standard errors. Cut-off samples should be used

, °nly'when a small proportion of the total output (less, than jf>) is .
■accounted"for by the small establishments excluded from the- sample. When-

■ "^f importance of the small "establishments below the" cut-off level .is '
known '.only approximately, it is . reassuring to know that a. large error in

estimating tneir output may have only a ,small effect .on- the total. . '

'.[ . Receipts of completed questionnaires ■ ■ .

208:; One'of the crucial operations-in .the conduct of a census, is the
rec'eptibri.procedures of. the completed, questionnaires. -No matter what
enumeration1 eystemi.has been used, the questionnaire has- to be screened,
carefully on arrival at the statistical office, in the case of mail ■ ■ -■

enumeration or by, the enumerator in the case, of field panvassing. For.: ■ -

purely practical reasons, it is compulsory to detect and. correct errors' '

in the reported data as quickly as possible. Any delay in re-interview
ing or questioning the respondent j.os.tpones the entry- of. the reply in tie'
data processing phase. ' ■ ■

Receipts of completed -questionnaires: Mail collection, . ■

209. The mailing list, taken from the newly established.directory, should
be transferred to a set of "check-in" cards. Space should ;be provided on
these cards for the date the questionnaire was mailed and for the date it

was-.returned. Since- cards are sometimes lost or misfiled, a master

mailing list- should also.be prepared. As the completed questionnaires .
are received from the respondents, the corresponding control card is '

■removed from the file, arid put in a second file which represents the . .

responses which are ready for the data processing phase. After the

deadline for fil irj^the questionnaires has passed, the original file shows

the "non-respondent" list. This is now used as the mailing, list, for the
follow-up letters reminding respondents of their obligations to report.

For the largest establishments in the delinquent file, it may be'desirable
to schedule field visits, ."ven for mail collection, it might be useful in
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the planning stage, to allocate some resources for field tracing of non-

respondsnts. .

Receipts of completed questionnaires: Field collection.

210. ' por field collection two sets of receipt cards are necessary: one

set in the local office under the district supervisor and a second set in

the central statistical" office.- The check-in files should V© arranged "by

area to facilitate the handling of follow-up inquiries. The following is

a flow description of a typical questionnaire, handling and receipt of

operation, at the local offices. It is assumed that the central .

statistical office deals only with the local offices and does not contact
any establishment directly. Only, the multi-unit enterprises are contacted

directly by the central statistical office as has been mentioned before ..

(see para. 199) • .' . . . .

Flow description of questionnaires. ■ ,

211. 1. The enumerator collects the completed questionnaire and applies

the. first reception check. -

2. The enumerator turns in completed questionnaires weekly to the

local office and marks his ED control record accordingly.

3. The local office records receipt of questionnaire in check-in

file, screens it for acceptability, returns some to interviewer

for correction and forwards the rest to the central office.

4. With the last batch of questionnaires for an ED, the. ED control

card is forwarded to the central office.

5. After check-in recording, questionnaires are forwarded to the

editing and coding section.

6- Questionnaires rejected by the editing section are returned to

the local office for1review and questioning by the field

enumerator.

7. If the questionnaire is .rejected after screening by the editing

section one of the following procedures can be used:

(1) the questionnaire is corrected by a telephone call or brief

letter.

(2) a photocopy of the page with the mistaken data is sent t,o

the respondent for correction. .

(3)" the complete questionnaire is returned to the enumerator for

a new reply with the assistance of the interviewer.

It is clear that all movements of the completed questionnaire have to

be registered on the ."check-in" cards.
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Vol;_and ED-Voontrol records

212. in a complete field enumeration, to establish an industrial directory,
it. is vital for information^ be obtained from every establishment,
wichin the scope of the Census.. An. important aid to fieid'interviewers "is"'
a sot-of detailed maps covering each - of the enumeration districts (-EDs)/• v; "■■
bucn maps should clearly define the boundaries of .the 'district. ED - --*
de.fmed for censuass of population may "serve as a starting point-fof.-the-W
definition of industrial census EDs.;- Estimates of the number of industrial
establishments in. each of-the population districts should be oade^n o-der"'
to obtain EDs'of approximately'equal industrial.,importance; . .. • ..>-v^---/..
itoepross-.of enuaerati-ai In addition 'to the pocket- manuals, and ED' maps' i< -~-
is-a control, record on1 which is entered identifying- -informationvcoricerning,-
eacn.establishment encountered. .-The1 control record may; be- in-the- form of
a set of numbered sheets, each of "which provides for, entries concerning^.""
2C or more establishments. Since the control records provide a detailed
account of the progress of enumeration, they should be preserved for use ■
as reference documents in later stages of processingV ■' ■■ - ■■•■:- '-S-:f& **;V'..-
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CONDUCT OP THE INDUSTRIAL CENSUS

FOURTH PHASL: '' PUBLICATION

fre-Publication Processing

213- In the pre-publication phase three operations are required.- These
are:

(1) Editing of the questionnaires. . '...-•
(2) Coding of the, questionnaires.
(3) Tabulation of the data.

Editing. Tho basio purpose of editing statistical- questionnaires -are
(1) to detect errors in the reported1 figures and (2) to prepare the
questionnaires for punching and tabulating. The errors may occur beoause

the concepts and definitions used in the statistical inquiries are sometimes
difficult to understand,, so mis interpretation can easily arise. Detecting
the errors is.a difficult process. The enumerator may find some errors

.and omissions for which he can obtain the corrections at the establishment
before taking the form away. Also, on reception at the local statistical
office the supervisor may.discover errors in the completed questionnaire,
by using some background information which is not available for the

enumerator. Furthermore, some important errors may be detected at the

statistical office by proceeding with an systematic editing check. A '
certain number of editing checks have been used successfully and are

recommended fo.r countries with little experience in industrial censuses.

The purpose of these checks is to ascertain whether the detail of the
data in. the reply are consistent and acceptable. The number of checks
and their extent usually depend on the time and vthe staff available. The
first check is the omission. This involves items where, the answer is

required but none appears. It is.particularly important to distinguish

failure to report from.inapplicability. An example may be the figure

requested under the heading of subcontracting. A certain number of small
establishments does not operate with subcontractors-and in such cases the
answer is net applicable. »

Internal consistency checks. This consists of checks to determine whether
the reported total is equal to its reported components., whether the

answers -in the same inquiry in different parts.of the questionnaire' are
the same, and whether certain ratios are reasonable in the light of
experience or other criteria. Judgements as to the reasonableness of

ratios, such as the average annual earnings, may be bas^d on a constant
range of values given in the instructions. Ratios above or below- these
acceptable values should be questioned by the editing clerk and-unless
an obvious error can be identified and corrected,, the questionnaire should
be returned to the respondent for correction (see S ...) For employment
data: ■ °

- the ratio of number of operatives to total employment '
- the average hourly earnings for the operatives,

for the output data:

- the ra.tio of value added to jross output.

■- thf.r.r,tio of value added pp.r operative.
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for input data:

- the ratio of the value of raw materials to the value of

gross output?

- .arid the ratio of the cost of energy to gross output.

The ratios shoul.d be worked out by using previous census or annual inquiry

data. They should be calculated by industrial sector only and even within

the industrial sector a certain variety has to be admitted. For example,

the figure of value added per operative varies within the same industrial
sector according to the size of the establishment.

External checks. The reported data and the derived ra'tlbs may also be

compared with figures from the same industries in other countries. Such

external data are normally used as guides insetting limits of acceptability

-which become part of the instructions for the editing checks. During the

. course of editing,-the effectiveness of the various checks employed should

be examined-from time to time. If applications of a given editing check

results in the rajection of all questionnaires, its tolerances are almost

certainly to narrow. ■ If, on the othor hand,no questionnaires are rejected,

the check must be discontinued or its range recalculated.

A clerical editing operation, is always recommended in industrial census

processing regardless of the method of tabulation. If adding-machine

\ tabulation or electro-mechanical tabulation is planned, the function of
■' the clerical section is usually to edit the questionnaires completely. The

j ■ section may also obtain new information from the respondent and if required.

| make all changes necessary to allow the questionnaires to proceed smoothly
j . through subsequent operations. Some standards:and criteria for editing

should be: established. For certain minor errors a telephone call' or a .

brief letter.may be sufficient, but for large omissions and serious errors,
it might be necessary to send the questionnaire or a photocopy of the reply

back to the respondent. "In general , the amount of effort expanded on

detecting and correcting errors and omissions should be in proportion to

their probable effect on the published data. Therefore, the reports from

the large establishments1should normally be more carefully edited than ■

those from small establishments, except where the coverage of the small

establishments is based on a sample survey.

Work units. One efficient system of processing the questionnaires is to
create work-units of convenient size. By work-units, we mean the building

.of a number of questionnaires (50 or 100) classified according to size of
establishment, or by industry, or whatever groupings might "be" suitable.

The work-units should be numbered serially arid a central record should be
kept, showing all the characteristics of the questionnaires and their

various phases of processing. In this respect,it is also recommended to

prepare the questionnaires in such■a way that all data are entered at the

recto size, with the preceedin^ verso side of each page being kept for

explanatory'notes. This would make the manipulation of the work-units

easier. The questionnaires of -. small units may be assembled in a

separate work-unit and edited more rapidly. The instructions for editing

• these small units may allow for the acceptance of errors which would be
unacceptable for larger establishments.
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Computerized editing. In some countries a considerable amount of' editing,

formerly done clerically, is .now'being done on computers. However, an

abbreviated clerical editing operation is^stiibl necessary to prepare the

questionnaires for punching and^ tabulation. The detection of errors is

postponed until the cards have been processed through the computer. The

computer is programmed.to calculate the ratios and make comparisons, it

is also prepared to "flag" or identify questionnaires which have substantial

omissions and which need to be revised by the respondent..

Procedural Matters. If a substantial number of questionnaires are to be

clerically edited and coded, it is usually preferable to break down the

operations into short routines. This is particularly easy' when WORK.UNITS

have, been prepared. A single precise operation1 can'be"done - on"each

questionnaire, by one clerk who goes through all the work units successively.

This procedure may avoid' many small errors in editing. Another practical

rule is to make the entries and remarks on the questionnaire' by a coloured

pencil or peh oniy. ■ The colours U3ed by the enumerators should-be
different from the coders.and from the editors. No evrrors should be

obliterated but the editing clerk should strike a line through ;the entry

and enter the corrected figure above'it... Space should also be provided
for initials of enumerators, editors etc. ■
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Tabulation . ■ "

214. In deciding on requirements 1 for an industrial census, the number of

questionnaires, .the time-available for tabulation and the kind of tabula

tions are the key factors which will determine the kind of equipment which

has to be used for-the industrial census. The equipment may vary from

simple de.sk adding machines to costly electronic computers. Although

computerised systems are the most' popular today'because of their speed

and adaptability to different requirements, other systems are still in'

use and may, in fact, be superior to computers in particular situations.

For practical reasons, it is often recommended to make use of tabulation
equipment already owned, by the government.

Adding.Machine Tabulation ■

215.If the number of questionnaires is small, tabulation on adding machines
may be faster and more efficient than other methods.. As an example,

suppose all items are to be aggregated by (l-)- industrial activity and (2) '

geographical area. After editing and coding, ■the: questionnaires are

sorted by geographical area and then by industry. The data for each group

of questionnaires representing'an industry within an.area are then summed
on adding machines, or accounting machines, which prints out the data on

paper. The totals obtained can be transferred to summary work sheets, and

these summed .again to. produce (l) national totals by industry and (2) area
totals for, all industries combined.

216.If'additional tabulation is required, the questionnaires must be sorted
out again and the operation repeated. The amount of hand sorting usually
becomes too time-consuming if the data are to be'tabulated by more than
two characteristics. ' In such1 cases, tabulation by other means should be
considered. , .

Electro-Mechanical Tabulation ' " ■

2i7.This term is used to describe the older kind of equipment for tabulating
trom punch cards, in some respects similar to complex book-keeping
machinery. Tne adding machine.operator is partly replaced by automatic
controls. The statistical results are printed out on a wide strip of
paper.

2i8.Electro-mechanical tabulators vary in speed and capacity but a common
type can process 40,000 punch cards in an average day.

Punch Cards

219'.The common type of punch card is designed to receive 80 columns of
data m the form of holes punched in .each column. These entries can
represent numbers from 0 through 9, alphabetical characters, punctuation
and-other symbols. These cards are therefore very suitable for storing all
kinds of information resulting from the census, data collection.
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220. The initial cost of punching cards is fairly1 high,'"but once the cards
have been punched and their accuracy carefully verified, they may-be sorted
rapidly on electro-mechanical or electronic equipment into the groups

desired for tabulation. The great advantage of punch cards is the speed

and accuracy with which they can be sorted and re-sorted to produce new

tabulations. The punching of cards is an operation that cannot be

performed without error and.frequently the errors are more significant-
than those which arose in hand transcription. • The usual method of
detecting punching errors is to let another operator punch the.data on a
verifying punch machine which stops when no punch appears on the card in
the expected position.

221. Recently many other verification operations have been developed
and it is recommended to consider carefully the instructions of the
manufacturer of the punching equipmpnt to make sure that the maximum
degree of efficiency is obtained. '

Electronic Computers'
* ■ ■

222. Digital computers are like adding machines in many respects. Their
unique characteristics are the speed with which calculations are made and

. their capacity for storing information for later use.

223. Electronic data-processing computers suited for industrial census
operations are of two general types: (l) those which process punch cards
directly and print out results on paper in a manner similar to the electro
mechanical devices described above and (2) those which .can receive
instructions and dtta on magnetic tape and can produce results in the

form of magnetic, tape. The type of computer best suited to industrial
censuses in countries at an'early stage of statistical development is

one of the relatively simple systems using magnetic tape. If several
tabulations are to be made from the-same basic records, the availability
of taped records may permit important gains in processing time. In other
respects, the card-computable and tape-computable systems are similar.

Tabulation. Programming.

224. The tabulation of industrial census data on adding machines does not
need extensive programming provided machine operators are available.

225. In computerised tabulation, however, a trained programmer should work
out the broad outlines of the computer programme and make a flow chart
of the essential operations. The programmer and the planning staff should
discuss the chart in detail taking as much time as is necessary to make
certain that it is completely understood by all concerned. After approval
of the general plan, the programmer will begin to write the'programme
itself. After it is written it should be tested with a "test check" of
the punch cards of the type to be tabulated. After testing and correction,
the programme is ready for use in editing or tabulating the reported data.
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of machine-:outpjjtj^

226. In both electro-mechanical and. electronic * system's, the statistical
•results.are usually printed out or. paper about 40cm wide, on which' the
•location of every digit and blank space has been planned in advance.

227. In recent years, progress has been made in'designing machine-output
tapes which, as they emerge from the tabulating machines, are ready to
be photographed and printed by the offset process. This mPthod is
successful whera the data can be presented in' the form 'of large' numbers
of similar tables. In most industrial censuses, however, there are many

- dissimilar tables" and band tabulation and typing is still the common'
practice! v- ■

228. When the tabulated-totals are ready, internal-consistency checks,
similar to the earlier editing cf the questionnaires, should be applied
to the statistical aggregates: Ratios worked out• for individual
establishment data are also applicable at the level of the industrial' '.
group or even for geographical area groupings.\ '
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Preliminary Publication

229. To be of the greatest-value, particularly in relation to current or
public or private planning, the results of the census should'be published

as 'soon as possible after the end of the census year. The census staff

is faced with urgent demands for early publication of results, but must

weigh this against the need for thorough editing of the questionnaires

and careful processing of all the data obtained through the census'; As' :-'v

soon as the last questionnaires have been received by the statistical"'"''' '.
office, a star should be made on the preparation of a.few basic data she.e.ts
for preliminary publication. , • ■ ' •.■■".:.'.'.■..■

Minimum list of provisional data ' -

230- In order 'to satisfy at least some of- the demands for early publication

the most important basic data have been selected and are shown in the
following table.

Production by industrial division

Country: Zambi a■

Year : .

Mining and quarrying

Crude petroleum & natural gas

Other mining

Total manufacturing

Food, beverages and Tobacco

Manufacturing of food

Manufacturing of tobacco

Textiles, wear, apparel & leather

Textiles

Wearing apparel .

Footwear

Wood and furniture

Wood and wood products

Furniture and fixtures

Paper, printing & publishing

Paper and .paper' products

Printing and publishing

Chemic Petrol., rub & plast. prod

Other chemical products

Rubber products

Kon-metallic mineral' products

Non-metallic mineral products

Number

Statist.

Unit

133

14

119
461

107

77

30

96

7

76

13 -

42

23

19

25
6

19

. 21

12

9

56

56

Number

Persons ■

liingaged.

54347

52034

■2313 '

.28357

7653

5333

2320

4811

1056

3539
216 . •

3963

2752

1211

.1241

130;

1111

926

544

382

4126

4126

.Gross

out-

. put

' 234510
232590

1920

69260

35270

19170

16100

6840 -

1680

4700 .

■ 460

3480

1510

1970

2310

390

1920

2680

1910

■ 770

5370

5370

Value

-■ Added

123650

122450

1200

22660

8470

3830

4640

2230

430

1600

200

, .1460

800

660

1180

130

1050

980

660

320

3000

3000
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Production by'industrial division (cont'd)

Country: Zambia.

Fabric, metal prod, machin-eqpt.

Fabricated metal products

Machinery

.Electrical machinery

Transport Equipment

Other manufactured products

Electricity, gas. and water

Electricity and gas

Waterworks and supply

Number

Statist.

Unit

105

, 63 '

15
20

, 7

9

29

19

.10

Number

Persons

Engaged

5440

3752
627

564

497

197

1415

1062

■ 353

Gross

out-

put

12970

8330

2110 ' ■

■ 1200

1330

340

12930

11600

1330

Value -

Added

, . ■

5190

3750

670

510

260

.150

3670

29 60

710

The" data concerns the whole geographical srea covered by the> census.' A

second'set of preliminary tables may be prepared showing more details in

some industrial sectors or providing more geographical subdivisions etc. .

It should "be emphasized that these tables haveva strictly provisional

character. The processing of all the census data is not finished and so

the .final edition, which is published several montls later, when all

processing and editing errors have^ been cleared, must be considered as '

the only true statistical report of the industrial, census. It cancels the

results published in the preliminary edition: which are again incorporated

in the "basic tables. ■ ■ ...

Preliminary reports on particular industries ■

231. It is also p'ossible to release individual preliminary reports on

particular industries, or geographic areas over a period of time. Such

reports would contain., summary tables selected from the list of final

tables. ." ■ . , ;

232. In case of aiding-machine" tabulation it would be convenient to sort

out the questionnaires by industry or. by area to correspond to the groups

selected for preliminary release. In case of electronic computers, it-

might be better to plan to prepare tables including all basic data for the

first preliminary release. Electronic computers are processing so fast

that all the records can be tabulated at one time, which.mates an overall

provisional set of tables advisable. , '
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Publication- Final Report

Complete results of the Census ■ * ■' - ■...'.;.'.

233."publTcation is the final step in the statistical process by which the
industrial census results are made available to the.?»*%«?"■ n^n
the limits of quality standards and of safeguards taken to prevent the

l iftio a statistical agency should P^
the limits of quality standards and of sg
disclosure of confidential information, a statistical agency should ^
at least at the national level, all of Jhe basic data it collects; Some
selection among the many conceivable cross-classifications-.of basic data
with establishment characteristics must be made, however, if only because

of budgetary limitations. . _

234. One of the functions of the 1973 programme is to guide and co--
ordinate national activity in census taking with a view to -f^f^
scope and also to improve the international comparability of-tho sta
.information on industry (available on an international basis), ihus ■
provisions have been made in the programme not only for collection and A
compilation of data but also for the final publication of xhe results-.in
standard form. This means that the programme offers suggestions on the
choice of tables for publication, on the timing of the, publication of the
results, and on.the content of the text which should accompany the tables.
A plan and time-table for the publication of the results should be an

integral part of each national programme.

235- The distinction between the system of tables proposed,as apart of the
World Programme and the"tables required for national purposes snouldoe
kept in mind-Apart from'a difference in the items -tabulated and in the

priorities accorded to. the-collection of information on these.items,
there will.normally be important differences in the classifications oi the
items in terms of the structural characteristics of the establishments.
The inclusion in the national tabulations of extensive cross-classifications
should be made particularly regarding the location of the establishments.

236. It was pointed out that early planning of the content of statistical
tables has many advantages. The comparison of the questionnaires with the
final-tabulations of the census report.may bring to light errors in tae

questionnaire as well' as impossible tabulation projects. If a set of
specimen tables is available to illustrate the discussi-on the purpose oi

the census can be explanied more simply and efffectively.

237. In most countries, respondents are much more willing to supply-
accurate information if they are convinced it will not be used to their
disadvantage, for example, by the tax authorities or by their competitors-
Confidential treatment must extend not only to the questionnaires as they
are being processed, but also to the-published tables. The usual treat-- ,
raent is to .delete cells which, if published, wouldyreveal the activities
of a single statistical unit. The publication of a cell containing two
statistical units is prohibited because the activity of each unit might
be revealed to the other.Thus, published cells must include, as a minimum,

data for three statistical units. Cross-classification on a geographical
basis may also reveal confidential information. *'or- example, ny

indicating that there is one manufacturer of a given product in a given

city, thus indicating all the census results for that single company is a
violation of the confidentiality rule.
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Quality Standards. Data should not."be published when they are known to be

statistically unreliable due to response,errors or'processing errors,- or- ■

in the case of sampling surveys, to errors of estimation. Despite

prior precautions, the full effect of such errors on particular figures

may not be discovered until it is time to publish the results.

Cross-classification. There are a large number' of establishment .characteris

tics which could be used for tabulation purposes. The number of tabulations

that could be conceived is so large that in most countries the available

funds could not provide for all of them. Therefore,.it is recommended .to

select the few which will be of the most general interest for national

!purposes as well as for the exploitation of the data at an international

-level. Examples of some, of the more common types of industrial census-

tables are suggested by the titles of the tables which follow. The list

is not intended to be comprehensive' but takes into account the experience

of highly industrialized countries as well as the requirements for the

international studies.; * ■ ...

Table 1. Basic statistics for major industrial divisions, by geographical

' areas\ This table would present data for: , - ■ ■

-number of- establishments, v • .

-number of persons engaged ■ .

-gross output ' \

and value added. ■ v ■ :

Table 2. Basic statistics by industry, for the nation as a whole. .

This table would present the same basic data as-in table 1.,

classified at the four-digit level of the IGICi

Table 3.. BSsic data by industry in more detail than-.for the items under

table 1. The data concerning the number of establishments and

number of- persons engaged can be divided by size of the 'Statistical

unit. ■

Table 4. Basic data.by industry. Details for the gross output and value

' * added data. In this table,the composition of the gross output

figures can be published-as well as the details of the components

of the,value added data.

Table 5, Number of establishments "by industry and geographical area.

Tnis table represents a detailed statement of the distribution

of industrial establishments in terms of their location and size.

Table 6. Cost of intermediate inputs by industry.

This table illustrates.whatever data were collected on cost of

materials and supplies, fuels, electricity and purchase of .

industrial services. ■ •
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Table 7. Quantity and value of individual products and industrial services
This table presents for the nation as a whole the data collected
on products, mined or manufactured, and industrial services sold.

Table 8. Selected basic statistics for each industry, by size of establish
ment . This table would present all or a part of the basic '
statistics shown in tables 1 and 2 by industry and size
category of establishment.

Table 9. Expenditure of fixed assets, by industry.

This table would present whatever detailed data were collected
on outlays for fixed assets during the census year.

Technical statements and Methodology. It is of utmost importance, not
only for national data users, but particularly for the users at the
international level, that the census -publiscation.should include a
detailed statement about the methodology which has been used during the
census. The following topics are suggested for inclusion.

.1. Reasons for conducting the census and its legal authority.
2. Brief, history of the countries' previous industrial censuses,

and othgr industrial surveys. '

3. Scope of the censu3 in terms of the types of respondents and
statistical units.

4. Methods of enumeration; methods of identification of respondents:
existence of an industrial registration file and corresponding
directory; procedures for keeping the registration file up-tc-
date. '

Follow-up methods? treatment of non-respondents.
Editing, coding and tabulation procedures.
Classification system -used if different from the ISIC
Reproduction of the questionnaires and expianato-y notes.
Full details of .the definitions cf the items included in the
inquiry.

5
6,

7.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE'LONG FORM. QUESTIONNAIRE

INQUIRY 1

Identification Number; Here must be mentionned the identification number of the establishment
which has been assigned to the establishment by the registration authority. The first 10 digits

of the identification numbers are the same both for the establishment and for the enterprise.
The last two digits are used for the identification of the establishment within the parent
enterprise.

Name and address. Here must be mentioned the name of the owner and■the mailing address. The

physical location of the establishment, if it differs from the mailing address should alBO be
mentioned.

Nature of activity! The industrial activity of 'the establishment must be identified by means

of the major division of the International Industrial Classification. The major kind, of activity
should be determined by the proportion of the gross outpat of the unit which is attributable to
the goods or services associated with this kin3. of activity.

Principal products or services: Should be indicated here by order of importance.

Type of Ownership: Distinction is. made between privately owned units and the various forms of

publicly owned units. In public ownership a distinction should be made between central government,
-provincial government and local authority ownership.

gype of legal organisation: A distinction should be made between individual proprietorship,
partnerships, corporations and co-operatives. Further breakdown may be included for local use.'

Company affiliation; This item is intended to indicate simply whether the establishment is the
sole establishment of the enterprise of immediate ownership or is a part of multi-establishment
enterprise. In order to identify the enterprise to which the establishment belongs the name of the
enterprise of immediate ownership and the address of its central office should be requested.

Number of _perBons..engaged! By persons engaged is understood the total number of persons who work
in or for the establishment,, including working proprietors and active business partners and unpaid
family workers.- The total should include persons on short-term leave such as sick leave, annual
leave or vacation and also persons on strike. Excluded are persons on indefinite leave, military
leave or pensions;

Proprietors and partners: Included are all individual proprietors and partners who are actively .
engaged in the work of the establishment. Excluded are silent or inactive partners and also
members of a proprietors family unless they participate actively in tha work'of the establishment.

■ All emplojrees^ Here are included all employees other than operatives as defined under 18.3. This
category will include administrative, technical and clerical personnel such as salaried managers
and directors, laboratory and research workers, clerks, typist, watchman, book-keepers, administrative
supervisors, salesmen and the like, ■ ■

Operatives. All employees who are directly engaged in the production or related activities of the
establishment, including any clerical or working supervisory personnel whose function is to record
or expedite any step in the production proceas., Examples are persons engaged in fabricating,
processing or assembling, shop messengers, stokers and shop-cleaning personnel, warehousemen,
packers,-repairmen, shop-testing and record-keeping personnel and inspectors. Persons engaged in
truck driving, repair and maintenance and so should also be considered as operatives.
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LOHG FORM QUESTIONNAIRE

STANDARD NATURE 07 ACTIVITY QUESTIONNAIRE

INQUIRY 1

I I I I I I I I ITTTItan 1.1 Eatabliahaeat Identification Nuinbes

Enterprise Identification Hunter »
n 1 I

Item 1.2 Fame of the Establishment

Address of the Establishment

Item 1.3 Nature of AotiTityi

1.31 Agrioulture," forestry

1.32 Mining and quarrying

1.33 Manufacturing

1.34 Slectrioity, gas and water

1.35 Construction

Item 1.4 Prinoipal product or Services 1

1.41

1.42

1.43

.1.44

1.45

Item 1.5

1.51
1.5H

1.512

1.52
1.521

1.522

1.523

Type of Ownership

Private owned units *

-AiBgle location

-tvo or oore locations

Publioly owned units

-Central govemaen"t ownership

-Provincial governaents owners

-Ownership by local authorities

Item 1.6 Type 'of legal organisation

,611

.612

.62

.621

.622

.63

.631
,632

Individual propritorship

Partnership

Corporations'

-limited liability partnership

-unlimited liability partnership

Co-operatives

-incorporated co-operatives

-unincorporated co-operatives

Item 1.7 Company Affiliation; Does this oonpanj own or control another company

Is this company owned or controlled by another oompany

Banes and addressea of controlling companies '.

Tes

tfo

Yes

Ho

Item 1.8 Number of persons engaged 1 in the operation of the establishment

8.1 Proprietors or Partners

8.2 Clerical, supervisory, sales and managerial

8.3 Operatives

8. Total Humber of Persons engaged

Item 1.9 Hame of person supplying the information for this questionnaire - ;

Title

Date

^7 Parent enterprise. ■ '
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LONG PROM QUESTIONNAIRE

EXPLANATORY NOTES.

1 . ' INQUIRY 2

Num"ber of employees: It might "be useful to have data for four periods

per year, to provide data for computation'of reliable annual averages.

For highly seasonal activities it is recommended to collect data £t>rttt&e

end of each month. In this inquiry a distiction is made "between the

operatives or production workers.and clerical, managerial and other

employees. Unpaid workers should he separated if they constitute an

important group, because they receive no regular wages and therefore are

not represented in Inquiry 3- The same consideration often applies to

working proprietors, unpaid family workers and part-time employees.

The terms "operatives" or V'production workers" are defined as

employees engaged in the production process or related activies. Working

supervisors and clerks closely associated with production are included,

as well as messengers, stokers, cleaning staff, warehousemen, packers,

repairmen, shipping clerks, truckdrivers, maintenance staff, night-watchmen

and laboratory workers.

INQUIRY 3

Annual wages and salaries paid: This includes all payments, whether in

cash or kind, made by the employer during the inquiry period in connection'

with work done, to all persons included in the count of employees. In

countries where the number of home-workers is significant the payments to

home-workers can be treated either as a part of wages and salaries, and

thereby included in the value added of the establishment, or as-a party of

the contract and commission work done by "others, and thereby excluded from

the value added of „the establishment. . .

The wages and salaries include all cash payments, bonuses, cost-of-living

living' allowances and wages paid during periods of vacation and sick leave,

taxes and social insurance contributions and the like, payable by the

employee but deducted by the employer; and payments in kind. Social

insurance' and pension contributions and the like payable by the employer

are excluded from wages and salaries but treated as a separate part of the

compensation to employees.

INQUIRY 4 :

Number of man-hours worked: by: operatives during the inquiry period are

defined as being the total number of hours actually spent by operatives

at work, including waiting time. Overtime is included and calculated in

terms of actual hours spent at work and not in t-_rms of time paid for.

If these data are not generally available, a substitute inquiry

regarding the length of the normal working week, and the number of weeks

of operation should be mentioned. In this connection the part time work or

casual labour is important, it would be desirable to obtain separat data on

such labour a,s it has been selected in inquiries 2 and 3..
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Jl January

>8 February

H Harch

JO April

Jl Kay

JO June

Jl July

Jl August

iO September

SI October -

JO Bovembar

Jl Deoeaber

Average

Tear

HUMBEH OF MPLOTESS

Baployess on payroll

Clerical

managerial

and other

employees

Operatives

i

Total

persons

on

payroll

Other employees

Casual

workers

-

Working,

Proprie

tors and

unpaid

family

workers

TOTAL

persons

engaged

?OH USB OP

STATISTICAL

OPFICE OMLT

AHHDAL UA0S3 AHD SALARIES PAID.

3.1 Bbp1ot««» on payroll fclerioali sanagerial ad -other)'

3.2 pp«rativ«a (prodaotlon workers)

3.3 Total paid employe**

3.4 - Casual workera

3*5 Working proprietors ■ ,

and family workers . -

3.6 Total annual wages and salaries paid

in toe inquiry period

3.7 Employers contributions to social security

and pension schemes

3*8 Total labour cost ' .

IHCPIHT 4

EUKBEB 0? KiB-B0OR3 WORKKD

4. IOT11

4.1 OperatiTcs (production workers)

4.2 Hornal working hoora per week

4*3~ Humber.of weeks per quarter during

' which casual workers are operating
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IBQUIHT 5

Total delivered coat of materials and supplies'! Included here are all goods (excluding fixed

assets) delivered to the control of the establishment in the inquiry period and owned by the
establishment. The time of reoeipt of the goods should be related to the definition of inven

tories in the sense that goods should be considered as received at the time suoh goods are

entered in the inventory account. The valuation of the goods should be at the delivered value

at the establishment, including purchase price, all transport and other charges, duty taxes and

other levies, but net of any discounts or rebates allowed to the purohaser.1 In this table a
distinction is made between the materials, components and so on that are physically incorporated

in the end products of the establishments, and the auxiliary materials and office supplies. By •<

auxiliary materials is understood lubricants, water, packaging materials, small tools parta,

materials for repair and maintenance and so on*

A

These data are not only useful in oommodity flow analyses but tend to improve reporting of ■'

the total cost of materials. Without some particularization of this inquiry there is a tendency

for respondents to omit significant parts of materials and supplies. To be of maximum usefulness

in national accounts computations, this inquiry should relate to the cost of goods consumed.

IHQUIRY 6

Cost of energy i This includes all purchased fuels consumed by the establishment (including

gasolene and other fuels for vehioles) exoept those that enter directly in the production (these

Bhould be reported as raw materials). In order to make possible the estimation of energy oon-

sumption, figures should be obtained fof both the total value of all purchase fuels consumed and
the value and quantity of individual important fuels such as those which have been mentioned on

the form. Quantities of fuel's consumed by the establishment from its own production Bhould be

mentioned separately where this consumption is important. Also in order to obtain a oorreot

figure for the,total energy oonsumed for the production proeess the amount of eleotricity pvrohased

ia added here. The changes in atock refer only to materials like ooal, hydrocarbons and fuel wood

and not to electricity. ■

IBQUIET -7

Consumption of electricity i The quantity of electricity consumed is defined for large establish

ments as the sum of the quantities of eleotrioity purohaeed and generated less the quantity of

electricity sold to others. It is not suggested that data on the quantity and value of eleotri

oity sold to others be gathered-.for small establishments) for these establishments it is assumed,

to be equal to the sum of the quantity purchased and the quantity generated* In practice it might '

be necessary to accept the book value for the eleotricity generated by the establishment.for ita

own use. < -

INQUIRY 8

Coat of industrial services i performed by others. This oovers payments by the establishment for

contract and commission work done by others in the inquiry period on materials controlled by the fc

establishment. The cost of similar work carried out by other establishments of the same enter- *~
prise should be inoluded. Payments to home workers should also be included in this item. It is

understood that the home workers are not on the list of persons engaged by the establishment and

are not' included on the payroll,. , ■
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INQUIRY 5

5.1

5.2

5-3

5-4

5-5

%6

5.7

5.8

5.9

5.10

5.H

5U2

5-

TOTAL DELIVERED COST OF MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES

Raw materials for production process

Total

Auxiliary materials and supplies

1

Total auxiliary materials

Total Raw materials and supplies consumed

UNIT QUANTITY VALUE

Iporuseop
statisticai
OFFICE ONLY

IHQUIRT 6

COST OF ENERCT

6.1 Cost of coal

6.2 Cost of hydro-carbons

6.3 Coat of other fuels

6.4 Cost of electricity purchased

6«5 Changes in stock

6. Cost of energy consumed

UNIT

-

QUANTITY VALUS

INQUIRY 7

CONSUMPTION OF ELECTRICITY

7*1 Electricity purchased (equal to 6.4)

7*2 Electricity generated for own use

7.3 Total consumption of electricity ' ,

7. Electricity generated for sale

UNIT QUANTITY VALUE

INQUIRY 8 v

8.

8.

8.

1

2

Cost

Cost

Total

of

of

contract work'

hose-work

oost of industrial services

COST OF INDUSTRIAL SERVICES PERFORMED BY

UNIT

OTHERS

QUANTITY VALUB
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Peer1 8 .

Capital expenditures: (Expenditures on Fixed Assets)

The data relating to expenditure on fixed assets 3hould include the value of all physical assets expected to

have a productive life of more than one year and intended for use by the establishment. Included are major

additions, alterations and improvements to existing fixed assets, that extended their normal economic life or

raise their productivity. Also included is the. value of new fixed assets and additions and improvements to

existing fixed assets made by the establishment's own"labour for its own uae. While capital repair is included,

expenditures for current repair and maintenance are excluded.

The fired asgets should be valued at the.full cost incurred, that is, at the delivered price plus the cost

of installation, including any necessary fees and taxes, bu~t excluding financing coot.

INQUIRY 10 ..

Value of inventories) The data should comprise the* value of all inventories owned by the parent enterprise

and held by, or under control of, the establishment. The value of stocks at the beginning and end of the ■

inquiry period is to bft reported. Stocks of goods purchased expressly for resale should be excluded.

Value of materials; Here are included all materinls and supplies that enter in the product; fuels, repair

and maintenance materials, office and other consumable supplies. Materials'under control of the establishment

but held by others for processing are included while material owned by others, but held by'the establishment

for processing are excluded.

Finiflhed goods: This should include all goods made by the establishment which' are ready for shipment as of the ■

reference date. In principle, valuation should be at market prices in terms of prices st which goods have l>een

shipped immediately prior to the reference dates. Their "rices should be net of any rebates or discounts.

Alternatively, the hook values might be requested.

Work in prop-rea3t This item refers to the value of all materials which have been partially processed by the

estahlishment but which are not sold, shipped or turned over to other establishments without further processing.

If possible an imputed market valuation of the work should be ndonted. (Including overhead cost, profits'and
cost of materials and labour.) ' ■

INOUIHT 11

dross output of Roods and services: The value of gross output in principle ia the value of manufactured

products made duringthe inquiry year, whether shipped or transferred to inventory, plus the value of inquiry

services rendered to other establishments. Tn recognition of accounting practices, it is more realistic to

request the data rn a "shipped" basis. . ' ■

The correct definition of gross output on a "shipped" basis is the total of:

Plus 1. The value of al] products of the establishments. ' .

Plus 2. , The value of work in progress and finished' goods in stock at the end of the inquiry period.

less 3- .The value of work in progress and finished goods in stock at the beginning of the inquiry period.

Plus &. Receipts for industrial work done or industrial services to others.

Plus 5- Value of 'electricity sold.

Plus 6.' Value of fixed assets produced by the establishment for its own use.

The item "value of goods shipped in the sane condition as.received" nay be excluded frcm the gross output

of the ostablishment. But in such cases the treatment adopted should be specified in the publication of data.

If data are gathered on the "produced basis" the ohan^es in stock of finished goods between the beginning

and the end of the inquiry year is not taken into account. • , '

It is also recommended to collect the data in "producers value" (e.g. at market prices) which means that

all indirect taxes should be' included in the value of the establishment, shipments and the value of any

subsidies received excluded. For data on "Qross output ir. approximate basis values" (e.g. factor cost

valuation) indirect taxes should be excluded nnd all subsidies received included.

INOUIRT 12

Shipment of selected corcmoditigs: As with the input of materials, better reporting nnd useful output information

are obtained by requesting data on the value of shipments (and quantity vhera feasible) of important individual
products. In designing the form for this inquiry, space has been provided for mentioning the main product and

a>so for the various secondary products manufactured by the establishment. The total v»lue of all products-
obtained through inquiry 12 should correspond to the Talus mentioned in the first line of inquiry 11. ■ (ll.l).

■For the description of the various products it is recommended to use the Standard List of Products and
Materials published by the UN (reference number ST/STAT/45).
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CAPITAL EXPQJDITURES

9-1 Expenditures on Buildings

9.2 Expenditures on Machinery and Equipment

9.3 Expenditures on Transport Equipment

9. Total expenditures on fixed assets

FOR USE OF

STATISTICAL

OFFICE ONLY

inquiry 10

' - X VALUES OF INVENTORIES

_10.X Values of stories of materials and mimlifln

10.2 Values of stocks of finished nroducts

10,3 Values of Work in Progress

10. Total valueB of stocks

AS AT

lit

11.

n.

u.

u.

i

2

!

A

■i

Total

Increase In

VRli.H

V.-^.a

.GflQfifi.

.of manufactured nrodimts f-1?>

stock of finished nrorinntR

Qf indHfltria.1- Sfirvinmn

OUTPUT

yia.1 mitpirt Cll .1 .i 11 .p + 11.^}

tdS.BOld in thft Bflnw. nnnrti + iAT! i^n

OF POODS ANP SFRVTrPS '

HIQUIRT

CROSS OUTPUT OF

h rt

11

GOODS AND SERVICES

1HQUIRT 12

SHIPMENTS OF SELECTED

12.1 lilain manufactured product

12.2

12.3 \

12.4

12.5 -.w...

12.6

12.7

12,8

12,9

12. -TOTAL VALUE OF MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS (-11.l)

1

D COMMODITIES
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INSTRUCTION FOB THE SHORT FORM ESTABLISHHENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Establishment registration number i Here must be mentioned the identification number which has been

assigned to the establishment by the Registration authority.

Enterprise registration number * The identification number of the parent-entreprise oust do mentioned

here. In oase of a single establishment-enterprise both identification numbers are identioal.

Name of the Establishment, Address, Location-Town t Here should be indicated the name and mailing

address of the respondent. .

Census Area i The name and the serial number of the oensus area, used for the industrial census

must be mentioned here.

Trade name > It might be useful to indicate here the usual trade name (s) of the main commodities
produced by the establishment.

Branoh of industry i Here should be indicated the major division of the international standard

industrial classification to whioh the main activity of the establishment belongs.

Industrial products « Here should be indioated by order of importance the various industrial

commodities produced by the establishment.

Industrial Branch of Prinoipal Contractor » In case of Contract and Commission work the industrial

branoh of the principal contractor should be indioated here.>

Persons engaged * means the total number of persons who work, in or for the establishment, includ

ing working proprietors and aotive business partners and unpaid family workers. The total should

include persons on short term leave suoh as sick leave, annual leave or vacation and also persona

on strikef it should exclude persons on indefinite leave, military leave or pension.

Operatives i All employees who are directly engaged in the production process or related activities

of the establishment, including any clerical or working supervisory personnel whose funotion is to

record or expedite any step in the production process. Examples are persons engaged in fabricating,

processing or assembling, shop messengers', stookers and shop cleaning personnel, warehousemen,

paokers, repair-men, shop-testing and record-keeping personnel and inspectors. Employees engaged

in truok driving, repair and maintenance' and so on should bIbo be considered operatives.

Compensation of employees » This includes all payments whether in oash or in kind, made by the

employer during the inquiry period in connection with work done, to all persona included in the

count of employees. It inoludea all cash payments, bonuses, ooat of living allowances and wages

paid during periods of vaoation and siok leave* taxes and sooial insurance contributions and the

like, payable by the employee but deducted by the employer; and payments in kind.

Wages and salaries t The total amount of wages and salaries paid by the employer does not include

the social insurance and pension contributions payable by the employer and which are a separate

part of the compensation of employees.

Cost of raw material a i This inoludes the cost of all materials, components and so on that are

physically incorporated in the products of, the establishment, as well as all purohaaed fuels con-

Burned by the establishment. The cost of purchases electricity is also included. Furthermore are

included all auxiliary materials (lubrioant, water, paokaging materials, small tool parts, materials

for repair and maintenance and so on) and office supplies.

Value of sales i The sales of the establishment includes the value of all goods shipped to other

establishments. It also includes the value of all industrial servioes rendered to other

establishments.

Valuation of the goods produced should in principle be at the establishment prioe prevailing

at the time the goods were completed. Industrial services rendered to others should be valued

at charges made. . .

Weeks in operation i The length in.working hours of a normal working week and the number of weeks

of operation during the inquiry period should be me'ntioned here.
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1 ANNUAL ESTABLISHMENT QUESTIOHHAIRE

SHORT FORM

For use of

Statistical

Offioe only

112 Enterprise Regiatration Number

121 Hame of the Establishment

\

122 Address

i

123 Location-Town ■

124 Census Area

125 Trade name

-

130 ' Branch of Industry

131 Main Industrial Product

132 3eoondary produot

133

134

135 .....

139 Industrial Branch of Principal Contractor

140 tlunber of Persons Engaged

141 Huaber of Operatives

221 Compensation of Employees

222 Wages and Salaries paid during the past month

212 Total cost of Raw materials and f,uels consumed and

Eleptricity purchased during the past month

231 Value of Sales of products or aervioea during the past month

159 ffuaber of veeks the establishment vaa in operation in the past quarter


